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FEATHER BEDS
PURIFIED BY STEAM.

HEAL AND SON

Have just completed the erection of Machinery for the purifying of Feathers on a new principle, by which the offensive properties of the quill are evaporated and carried off in steam; thereby not only are the impurities of the feather itself removed, but they are rendered quite free from the unpleasant smell of the stove, which all new feathers are subject to that are dressed in the ordinary way.

Old Beds re-dressed by this process are perfectly freed from all impurities, and, by expanding the feathers, the bulk is greatly increased, and consequently the bed rendered much softer, at 3d. per lb.

The following are the present prices of new Feathers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per lb.</th>
<th>Per lb.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s. d.</td>
<td>s. d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey Goose</td>
<td>1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Grey Goose</td>
<td>1 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HEAL AND SON'S LIST OF BEDDING

Sent free, by Post.

It contains full particulars of WEIGHTS, SIZES, and PRICES, of every description of Bedding, and is so arranged that purchasers are enabled to judge the articles best suited to make a comfortable Bed, either as regular English Bedding with a Feather Bed, or as French Bedding with their

SUPERIOR FRENCH MATTRESSES,

of which they, having been the Original Introducers, are enabled to make them of the very finest material, (quite equal to the best made in Paris,) at a lower price than any other House. Also,

GERMAN SPRING MATTRESSES.

These, HEAL and SON have succeeded in greatly improving, and they can recommend one of these, with a FRENCH MATTRESS upon the top, as a most elastic and soft Bed.

THE EIDER DOWN QUILT

also, is to be seen only at their House. It is the warmest, the lightest, and the most elegant covering ever introduced, suitable for the Bed, the Couch, or the Carriage. All who have travelled on the Continent are aware that no covering produces such extreme warmth, with the same weight; so that for Invalids they are a perfect luxury.

Every description of BLANKETS, QUILTS, and SHEETINGS.

HEAL & SON,
FEATHER DRESSERS AND BEDDING MANUFACTURERS,
196, OPPOSITE THE CHAPEL,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.
Cheap Edition of the Works of Mr. Charles Dickens.

Now publishing,

IN WEEKLY NUMBERS,

Containing Sixteen clear and handsomely printed pages, small 8vo, double columns,

PRICE THREE HALFPENCE EACH,

And in Monthly Parts, sewed in a Wrapper, price Sevenpence;

A Cheap Edition of

THE WORKS OF

MR. CHARLES DICKENS.

The Works to be comprised in this Cheap Edition will be:

THE PICKWICK PAPERS, which, completed in about 8. d. Thirty-two Numbers, will cost . . . . . . 4 0
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY, 32 Numbers . . . . . . 4 0
SKETCHES BY "BOZ," 20 Numbers . . . . . . 2 6
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP, 24 Numbers . . . . . . 3 0
BARNABY RUDGE, 24 Numbers . . . . . . 3 0
AMERICAN NOTES, 12 Numbers . . . . . . 1 6
OLIVER TWIST, 20 Numbers . . . . . . 2 6
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT, 32 Numbers . . . . . . 4 0

ADDRESS.

On the 31st March, 1836, the Publication of "The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club" was begun, in what was then a very unusual form, at less than one-third of the price in the whole of an ordinary novel, and in Shilling Monthly Parts. On Saturday,
the 27th of March, 1847, the proposed Re-issue, unprecedented, it is believed, in the history of Cheap Literature, was commenced.

It is not for an author to describe his own books. If they cannot speak for themselves, he is likely to do little service by speaking for them. It is enough to observe of these, that eleven years have strengthened in their writer's mind every purpose and sympathy he has endeavoured to express in them; and that their re-production in a shape which shall render them easily accessible as a possession by all classes of society, is at least consistent with the spirit in which they have been written, and is the fulfilment of a desire long entertained.

It had been intended that this Cheap Edition, now in the course of publication, should not be undertaken until the books were much older, or the Author was dead. But the favour with which they have been received, and the extent to which they have circulated, and continue to circulate, at five times the proposed price, justify the belief that the living Author may enjoy the pride and honour of their widest diffusion, and may couple it with increased personal emolument.

This belief is supported by the conviction, that the Cheap Edition in no way clashes or interferes with that already existing. The existing edition will always contain the original illustrations, which, it is hardly necessary to add, constitute no part of the Cheap Edition; and its form is perfectly distinct and different. Neither will any of the more recent writings of the Author; those now in progress of publication, or yet to come; appear in the Cheap Edition, until after the lapse of a very considerable period, and when their circulation in the original form shall, by degrees, and in the course of years, have placed them on a level with their predecessors.

To become, in his new guise, a permanent inmate of many English homes, where, in his old shape, he was only known as a guest, or...
hardly known at all: to be well thumbed and soiled in a plain suit that will bear a great deal, by children and grown people, at the fireside and on the journey: to be hoarded on the humble shelf where there are few books, and to lie about in libraries like any familiar piece of household stuff that is easy of replacement: and to see and feel this—not to die first, or grow old and passionless: must obviously be among the hopes of a living author, venturing on such an enterprise. Without such hopes it never could be set on foot. I have no fear of being mistaken in acknowledging that they are mine; that they are built, in simple earnestness and grateful faith, on my experience, past and present, of the cheering-on of very many thousands of my countrymen and countrywomen, never more numerous or true to me than now:—and that hence this Cheap Edition was projected.

CHARLES DICKENS.

A new Preface to each Tale will be published on its conclusion in Weekly Parts. A Frontispiece to each Tale, engraved on Wood from a Design by some eminent Artist, will also be given at the same time. The whole Text will be carefully revised and corrected throughout, by the Author.

For a Specimen of the page of the Cheap Edition, the reader is referred to the other side.
The noise and bustle which ushered in the morning, were sufficient to dispel from the mind of the most romantic visionary in existence, any associations but those which were immediately connected with the rapidly-approaching election. The beating of drums, the blowing of horns and trumpets, the shouting of men, and tramping of horses, echoed and re-echoed through the streets from the earliest dawn of day; and an occasional flight between the light skirmishers of either party, at once enlivened the preparations, and agreeably diversified their character.

"Well, Sam," said Mr. Pickwick, as his valet appeared at his bed-room door, just as he was concluding his toilet; "all alive to-day, I suppose!"

"Regular game, sir," replied Mr. Weller; "our people's a col-lecting down at the Town Arms, and they're a hollering themselves hoarse already."

"Ah," said Mr. Pickwick, "do they seem devoted to their party, Sam?"

"Never see such devotion in my life, sir."

"Energetic, eh?" said Mr. Pickwick.

"Uncommon," replied Sam; "I never see men eat and drink so much afore. I wonder they a'nt afer'd o' bustin'!"

"That's the mistaken kindness of the gentry here," said Mr. Pickwick.

"Werrily," replied Mr. Weller, briefly.

"Fine, fresh, hearty fellows they seem," said Mr. Pickwick, glancing from the window.

"Werry fresh," replied Sam; "me, and the two waiters at the Peacock, has been a pumpin' over the independent voters as supped there last night."

"Pumping over independent voters!" exclaimed Mr. Pickwick.

"Yes," said his attendant, "every man slept were he fell down; we dragged 'em out, one by one, this mornin' and put 'em under the pump, and they're in regular fine order, now. Shillin' a head the committee paid for that 'ere job."

"Can such things be!" exclaimed the astonished Mr. Pickwick.

"Lord bless your heart, sir," said Sam, "why where was you half baptized—that's nothin', that a'nt."

"Nothing!" said Mr. Pickwick.

"Nothin' at all, sir," replied his attendant. "The night afore the last day o' the last election here, the opposite party bribed the barmaid at the Town Arms, to hocus the brandy and water of fourteen unpollled electors as was a sittin' in the house,"

"What do you mean by 'hocus-pocus' brandy and water?" inquired Mr. Pickwick.

"Puttin' landhum in it," replied Sam. "Blessed if she didn't send 'em all to sleep till twelve hours ater the election was over. They took one man up to the booth, in a truck, fast asleep, by way of experiment, but it was no go—they wouldn't poll him; so they brought him back, and put him to bed again."

"Strange practices, these," said Mr. Pickwick; half speaking to himself, and half addressing Sam.

"Not half so strange as a miraculous circumstance as happened to my own father, at an election-time, in this werry place, sir," replied Sam.

"What was that?" inquired Mr. Pickwick.

"Why he drove a coach down here once," said Sam; "'Lection time came on, and he was engaged by his party to bring down woters from London. Night afore he was a going to drive up, committee on t'other side sends for him quietly, and away he goes with the messenger, who shows him in—a large room—lots of gen't'men—heaps of papers, pens and ink, and all that 'ere. 'Ah, Mr. Weller,' says the gen't'man in the chair, 'glad to see you, sir; how are you?'—"Werry well, thank'ee, sir,' says my father; 'I hope you're pretty middlin'," says he—'Pretty well, thank'ee, sir,' says the gen't'man; 'sit down, Mr. Weller—pray sit down, sir.' So my father sits down, and he and the gen't'man looks werry hard at each other. 'You don't remember me?' says the..."
DOMBEY & SON ADVERTISER.

New Works
PUBLISHED BY CHAPMAN AND HALL.

I. One Hundred Songs of Beranger, With Translations by WILLIAM YOUNG. In 18mo. cloth, price 5s.

II. Travels in the Steppes of the Caspian Sea, The CRIMEA, the CAUCASUS, &c. By XAVIER HOMMAIRE DE HELL. (In the Foreign Library.) 8vo. cloth, price 11s.


"This story has a dash of humour in its construction, is well written, and shows that Mrs. Thornton possesses inventive talent to amuse the whole world of novel readers."—Britannia.


"A volume of singular interest and ability, rich in historical reminiscences, and exhibiting the most finished portraiture of Scotland, during one of the most remarkable of her periods of transition and crisis, that has yet been laid before the reading public."—Glasgow Citizen.

V. The Boy’s Winter Book And THE BOY’S AUTUMN BOOK. By THOMAS MILLER. With 70 Illustrations, and Titles and Frontispieces, in Colours. Price 2s. each, or 2s. cloth. Forming Two New Volumes of the Boy’s Own Library. Recently published, uniform with the above.

THE BOY’S SUMMER BOOK. By the same Author.

THE BOY’S SPRING BOOK. (Nearly ready.)

VI. Feudal Times; Or, the COURT of JAMES the THIRD. A Scotch Historical Play. By the Author of "The Earl of Gowrie," "The King of the Commons," &c. Now performing at the Theatre Royal Sadler’s Wells. Fcap. 8vo, price 1s. 6d.

"A fine dramatic composition, full of energy and vitality, and glowing with pure and noble sentiments."—Sunday Times.

VII. The King of Saxony’s Journey THROUGH ENGLAND and SCOTLAND in the Year 1844. By Dr. C. G. CARUS, Physician to His Majesty. 8vo. cloth, price 11s.

"Without comparison the most fascinating book that we have perused for a long time."—New Monthly Magazine.

VIII. A True and Faithfull Relation
Of a worthy Discourse, held, June ye eleventh, in ye Year of Grace 1643, betwene ye late Colomell HAMPDEN, Knight of ye Shirle for ye Countye of Buckingham, in ye presence of Parliament, and Colomell OLIVER CROMWEL, Bur- gesse for ye Towne of Cambridge, in ye same. In three, in appropriate bounds.

"A remarkably clever imitation of the political and oratorical literature of the age of Hampden and Cromwell, and obviously the work a writer to whom its books and men are familiar."—Examiner.

IX. Camp and Barrack-Room; Or, THE BRITISH ARMY AS IT IS. By A LATE STAFF-SERGEANT OF THE 13th LIGHT INFANTRY. Post 8vo. cloth, price 9s.

"We recommend the Staff Sergeant’s history, as narrating a life that few of us are familiar with, in a fair and honest manner, and conveying with it a great deal of material for afterthought."—Morning Chronicle.


"Mrs. Hall’s talents appear to great advantage in these tales. The book is neatly printed and bound, and crowded with fine thoughtful woodcuts. It is altogether presented with such an eye to costliness, that it is well entitled to take rank among the richest gift-books."—Atlas.

XI. Irish Diamonds;
Or, a THEORY of IRISH WIT and BLUNDERS, combined with other Kindred Subjects. By JOHN SMITH, one of the Editors of “The Liverpool Mercury,” &c. With Illustrations by “Phiz.” Small 8vo, cloth, price 1s.

"A pleasant, gloating book this,—a famous companion for the fireside,—fitted to be read on winter nights, when the bleak prospect without contrasts so charmingly with the light and warmth which animates the social circle or festive board."—Nottingham Review.

XII. Costume in England;
A HISTORY of DRESS from the Earliest Period until the Close of the Eighteenth Century. With a Glossary of Terms for all Articles of Use or Ornament worn about the Person. By W. FAIR- HOLT, F.S.A. With upwards of 600 Engravings, drawn on Wood by the Author. In 1 vol. 8vo, price 3ls. 6d.

"One of the most useful and interesting books we have seen for a long time."—Literary Gazette.
THE WORKS OF WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
INCLUDING
THE IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS, WITH A NEW AND ORIGINAL SERIES; PERICLES AND ASPASIA; EXAMINATION OF SHAKESPEARE; PONTAMERON OF BOCCACCIO AND PETRARCA; HELLENICS (now for the first time published); TRAGEDIES; AND POEMS.

With many large additions throughout, and the Author's last correction.

EDWARD MOXON, DOVER STREET.

ETHER—PAINLESS SURGICAL OPERATIONS.
Just published, price 2s.,
A TREATISE ON THE INHALATION OF ETHER.
BY JAMES ROBINSON, SURGEON-DENTIST, &c., 7, GOWER STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE.
Containing the method of preparing the Ether—Apparatus—Prolonged Operations—Gore House Experiments,
&c., &c. The Surgical Operations in England and Scotland, with name and opinions of the Operators, &c.
MESSRS. WEBSTER, 66, PICCADILLY.

JUST PUBLISHED, IN AN APPROPRIATE AND ELEGANT ILLUSTRATED COVER,
PART 1., PRICE SEVENPENCE,
NEW TALES OF THE BORDERS,
AND OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
CONTAINING THE FOLLOWING SIX ORIGINAL AND INTERESTING NARRATIVES:—
1. THE TWO CAPTAINS; OR, THE LOST ONES. 2. SAINT ANDREW’S EYE.
3. GREtnA gReEn. 4. THE FALSE ALARM.
5. THE CAMANCHES AND APPACHE INDIANS. 6. THE FARMER’S BAll.

EACH NUMBER IS COMPLETE IN ITSELF.
Published for the Proprietors by JAMES MACLEOD, 29, Argyle Street, Glasgow, (where communications for the Editor may be addressed). Edinburgh: OLIVER & BOYD, and N. ROWACK. Dublin: JAMES M’GLASHAN.

MR. DISRAELI’S NEW WORK.
Now ready, in Three Vols. post 8vo,
T A N C R E D;
OR, THE NEW CRUSADE.

"Tancred is a brilliant book, abounding in adventure and entertainment, rich in descriptions and lively touches of character. It bears the stamp, moreover, of individuality. It has entertained us more than either ‘Coningsby’ or ‘Sybil,’ and we think may stand higher in public favour. It is, unquestionably, the most brilliant and surprising novel of the season."—Athenæum.

HENRY COLBURN, PUBLISHER, 15, GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, LONDON.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
THE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly intended for Persons possessing, and fond of cultivating, a garden of moderate size. Price 2s. cloth, a New and Enlarged Edition.
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY; or, Linnean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden Practice. Price 2s.
THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE; chiefly for the Use of those interested in the Allotment System. Price 1s. 6d.
THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY; intended for the Use of the Middle Classes. Price 2s. cloth.
THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILET; having in view the Union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Person. Price 2s. cloth.
THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY; expressly intended for those who “wash at home.” Price 1s. 9d.
THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE; forming a useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 2s. cloth.
THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Price 1s. 9d.
THE HAND-BOOK OF SEA BATHING. Price 2s.

MAGAZINE OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Complete in Seven Volumes, price 11s. 15d.
No present could be selected of a more useful kind than this valuable work, which, complete in seven volumes, and bound in dark cloth, lettered, has been reduced from 2ls. 5s. 6d. to 1ls. 15s. It is replete with information not to be found in any other work; and being carefully indexed is easily referred to.
N.B.—Any single volume may be had, price 6s. 6d.

London: BRADBURY & EVANS, WHITEFRIARS.
On the 27th of every Month will be published,

WYLD'S POPULAR

ATLAS OF THE WORLD.

CONSISTING OF

Detailed Maps

OF THE

DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE GLOBE,

ILLUSTRATED BY

GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL DESCRIPTIONS.

EDITED BY JAMES WYLD, Geographer to the Queen and H.R.H. Prince Albert, &c. &c. &c.

This Atlas will be completed in Twenty-four Monthly Numbers, and each Number will contain Two Maps and Illustrative Letter-press; and a Number will be published on the 27th of each month. Price 1s. 6d. plain; or coloured Numbers of the Work will be 2s. 6d. per Number. Size of Maps, 33 inches by 26 inches.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

1. WORLD, on Mercator's projection, with Diagrams, showing the Northern and Southern Hemisphere upon the Globular projection.
2. EUROPE, showing its Political boundaries and Principal Roads and Railways.
3. ENGLAND, with the Railways completed and added; the Capital Cities, principal Roads, and the Distances from Town to Town, and also from London.
4. BRITISH ILES, showing at one view the Kingdoms of England, Ireland, and Scotland.
5. SCOTLAND, with its Islands, Railways, Roads, and Rivers.
6. IRELAND, divided into Provinces and Counties, showing the great and Cross Roads and Railways, with the Distances of principal Towns from Dublin.
7. HOLLAND, Kingdom of, showing the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
8. FRANCE, divided into Departments, with supplementary Maps, showing the divisions into Provinces before the Revolution of 1789, and the extent of the French Empire under Napoleon Buonaparte.
9. SPAIN and PORTUGAL, showing the Battle Fields, Roads, Railways, and Mountains.
10. ITALY, with the Islands of Sardinia, Sicily, and Malta, and an enlarged plan of Rome, showing its extent at different periods.
11. SWITZERLAND, exhibiting the Mountains, Glaciers, Waterfalls, and every object of interest.
12. GERMANY, the Confederated States of, with the Empire of Austria, and the Kingdom of Prussia.
13. HANOVER, Kingdom of, with the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg, the principalities of Lippe-Detmold and Schaumburg-Lippe, and Free Towns of Bremen, Hamburg, and Lubeck.
14. POLAND, describing its Ancient Limits and Dependencies.
15. SWEDEN and NORWAY, and DENMARK, with the Cattegatt and Baltic Sea.
16. RUSSIA, Empire of, North part, divided into Governments.
17. RUSSIA, South part, including the Crimes, the Caspian Provinces, and the territory of Georgia.
18. GREECE, Ancient and Modern, with the Ionian Islands.
19. TURKEY in EUROPE; the Archipelago, the Black Sea, and Sea of Azov.
20. AFRICA, General Map.
21. TURKEY to BURMAH—the Countries lying between, comprising Turkey in Asia, Persia, Caucasus, Tartary, Arabia, Beluchisthan, Afghanistan, India, and Thibet, and including the Black, Caspian, Aral, and Red Seas, the course of the Mounsoons, with enlarged plans of the Bosphorus and Dardanelles.
25. INDIA, including the Peninsula of India, and the adjacent Islands.
26. SYRIA, Ancient and Modern, with the Jewish and Romish divisions; and plan of Jerusalem.
27. BURMA, showing the Empire of Burmah also Siam, Cochinchina, China, Tonking, and Malaya.
28. CHINA, Empire of, exhibiting the localities of the Tea Districts, the principal Manufactories, Mines, Canals, and British Consular Stations, with enlarged plans of Hong Kong; and the cities of Canton and Pekin.
29. AUSTRALIA, the Islands of, with the various British Settlements, Discoveries, and Governments.
30. NEW SOUTH WALES, divided into Counties.
31. VAN DIEMEN'S LAND, divided into Counties and Districts.
32. PACIFIC, the Basin of, with its Islands and neighbouring Continents.
33. NEW ZEALAND, the Island of, enlarged plan of Port Nicholson, Victoria.
34. AFRICA, general Map, including the Island of Madagascar.
35. LOWER EGYPT, with the Isthmus of Suez.
36. CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, Colony of.
37. AMERICA, general Map.
38. NORTH AMERICA, general Map.
39. UNITED STATES, extending from the Pacific to the Atlantic, including Oregon and Texas.
40. CANADA, Province of.
41. WEST INDIA and BAHAMA ISLANDS, with adjacent coast of Yucatan, Honduras, and Caracas, including the Isthmus of Panama.
42. MEXICO, Republic of.
43. GUATEMALA, Republic of.
44. SOUTH AMERICA, divided into States.
46. COLUMBIA, Republic of.
47. PERU, Republic of.
48. BRAZIL, Empire of.
49. PHENOMENA of the UNIVERSE, containing the Annual Motion of the Earth, the Eclipses of the Sun and Moon, the Solar System, the Flux and Reflux of the Tides, the Phases of the Moon, and the comparative dimensions of the Sun, as seen from the different Planets.
50. STARK'S Map of the 6th Magnitude.
51. ITINERARY MEASURES of all Nations, comparative Table in the relation to a Degree of the great Circle of the Earth.
52. COMPARATIVE HEIGHTS of the PRINCIPAL MOUNTAINS in the World, with enlarged Diagrams of the PASSES in the Alps, and the Altitude of Towns.
53. COMPARATIVE LENGTHS of the PRINCIPAL RIVERS in the World.

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY J. WYLD, CHARING CROSS EAST, FOUR DOORS FROM TRAFALGAR SQUARE, AND 2, ROYAL EXCHANGE; AND SIMPSON, MARSHALL, & EY, 4, STATIONERS' COURT.

And to be had of all Booksellers.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORKS BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

In the Press, and shortly will be published, in One Volume 8vo, the Fifth Edition of

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY,
Structural and Physiological.

With a Copious Glossary of Terms. The whole Illustrated with many Hundred Woodcuts.

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Ph. D., F.R.S. AND L.S.

This will complete the series of Elementary Botanical Works by Professor Lindley, of which "School Botany," and "The Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

In One thick Volume 8vo, containing 901) pages, and upwards of Five Hundred Illustrations, price 3s. cloth boards.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM;
Or, The Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants.
ILLUSTRATED UPON THE NATURAL SYSTEM.

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Ph. D., F.R.S. AND L.S.,
PROFESSOR OF BOTANY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, AND IN THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN.


* * * To suit the convenience of Students and others, the above Work is also issued in Twelve Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each.

In demy 8vo, with nearly Four Hundred Illustrations, price 5s. 6d. half-bound.

SCHOOL BOTANY;
Or, The Rudiments of Botanical Science.

BY JOHN LINDLEY, Ph. D., F.R.S. AND L.S.

Just published, in demy 8vo, price 2s. 6d.,

ORTHIDACÉ LINDENIANÆ;
Or, NOTES UPON A COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS FORMED IN COLOMBIA AND CUBA,

BY MR. J. LINDEN.

BECHSTEIN'S CAGE BIRDS.

Price 7s., illustrated with Woodcuts of Birds, Cages, &c.; a New Edition of the

NATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS;
THEIR MANAGEMENT, HABITS, FOOD, DISEASES, TREATMENT, BREEDING, AND THE METHODS OF CATCHING THEM.

BY J. M. BECHSTEIN, M.D.

The work of Dr. Bechstein upon Cage Birds has been so highly esteemed upon the Continent, that it has passed through several editions, both in the original and in translations. To this edition numerous notes have been added, as well as several species introduced, which have recently been kept with success in this country by the Hon. and Rev. Mr. Herbert, Mr. Sweet, Mr. Blyth, and others. It is to be hoped that this translation may have similar success, and produce similar effects in increasing the taste for Natural History, to the original published on the Continent.

"To all keepers of 'Cage Birds' we earnestly recommend this book."—Examiner.

"A very delightful book of its kind. It seems to us an indispensable book for the bird-fancier."—Spectator.

"It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-room table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of vignettes; and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."—Dispatch.

LONDON: BRADBURY & EVANS, WHITEFRIARS.
This day is published, in medium quarto, price 2s. 6d., the First Number of THE
Baronial & Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scotland.

By ROBERT WILLIAM BILLINGS and WILLIAM BURN, Architects.

Containing Four large Engravings on Steel, and Two Woodcuts, of the Cathedral of Glasgow, with an
Historical and Descriptive Account.

(A Specimen of the Engravings may be seen at the principal Booksellers.)

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, 45, George Street, Edinburgh; and 37, Paternoster Row, London.

Orders received by all Booksellers.

New Work by the Author of "The Knitted Lace Collar Receipt Book."

Now ready, ornamentally printed, with Ten Illustrations, price 6d., the First Part of
THE ALBUM OF FANCY NEEDLE-WORK,

By MRS. G. J. BAYNES;

CONTAINING
RECEIPTS FOR HER MUCH ADMIREKnitted Registered Opera Cap; Berlin Wool
APRONS, WITH FLOUNCES; THE CERITO SLIPPER; THE MAGIC AND
CORAL MATS; A PRETTY BABY'S HOOD;
AND A VARIETY OF ORIGINAL NOVELTIES IN KNITTING, NETTING, AND CROCHET.

Also, may be had, New Editions of each of the Three Series of Her
KNITTED LACE COLLAR RECEIPT BOOK;
Price 6d. each, elegantly printed in colours and gold.

LONDON: SIMPRIN, MARSHALL, & CO.,
And all Booksellers, Stationers, and Berlin Wood Deposits may also be had of the Author, 60, Windmill Street,
Gravesend, Kent, by enclosing 8 Postage Stamps.

SMITH, ELDER, & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

I.
Agricultural Improvement.
In One Volume, post 8vo,
THE FARMER'S FRIEND.
A Periodical Record of Recent Discoveries, Improvements, and Practical Suggestions in Agriculture.

II.
Autobiography of a Negro Slave.
In One Volume, post 8vo,
THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF ZAMBA,
AN AFRICAN NEGRO KING,
And his Experience of Slavery in South Carolina. Written by Himself. (Just ready.)

III.
New Novel of the Present Day.
In Three Volumes, post 8vo,
A WHIM, AND ITS CONSEQUENCES. (In a few days.)

IV.
Mr. James's New Romance.
Just published, in Three Volumes, post 8vo, price 1s. 11s. 6d.,
THE CASTLE OF EHRENSTEIN:
ITS LORDS SPIRITUAL & TEMPORAL; ITS INHABITANTS EARTHLY & UNEARTHLY.


"This is undoubtedly one of the very best of Mr. James's Novels. The interest never flags throughout.
It gives a most vivid picture of old German chivalry." —Weekly Chronicle.

"We know not when we have been more—or indeed so much—gratified by the perusal of a work of
fiction. It presents a great variety of well and strongly drawn characters. * * We doubt whether
Mr. James were ever more successful." —Naval and Military Gazette.

"We have a notion that this will prove the most permanently popular of all Mr. James's Novels, for it
is compounded of those materials which delight all novel readers."—John Bull.

"This Romance is the best which its author has produced for a long time. It will prove very popular
at the libraries."—Critic.

"Mr. James has laid the scene of this tale of the 15th century, on the banks of the Rhine. Admirable
descriptions supply pictures of the period, such as the author can draw so well; he realises the superstitions
of that age, and fills the reader with vividly as the actual and familiar of customary existence."—
Literary Gazette.

LONDON: SMITH, ELDER, & CO., 65, CORNHILL.
NEW WORK BY MICHAEL ANGELO TITMARSH.

To be continued in Monthly Parts, price 1s. each, with numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood, No. IV. of

VANITY FAIR:

PEN AND PENCIL SKETCHES OF ENGLISH SOCIETY.

By W. M. THACKERAY.

Author of "Mrs. Perkins's Ball," "The Irish Sketch Book," "Journey from Cornhill to Grand Cairo." of "James's Diary," and the "Snob Papers" in PUNCH, &c. &c.

WORKS BY DOUGLAS JERROLD.

DOUGLAS JERROLD'S SHILLING MAGAZINE. Vols. I. to IV. price 2s. each, cloth.

THE CHRONICLES OF CLOVERNOOK; with some Account of the Hermit of Bellyfulle. In foolscap 8vo, price 6d.

PUNCH'S LETTERS TO HIS SON. Corrected and Edited from the MSS. in the Alsatian Library. With Twenty-four Illustrations by KENNY MEADOWS. In foolscap 8vo, price 5s.

THE STORY OF A FEATHER: Illustrated by LEECH. In foolscap 8vo, price 5s.

PUNCH'S COMPLETE LETTER-WRITER. With Fifty Illustrations by KENNY MEADOWS. Large foolscap 8vo, price 2s. 6d.

MRS. CAUDLE'S CURTAIN LECTURES, as suffered by the late Job Caudle. A New Edition. Illustrated by LEECH. Price 2s. 6d., cloth.

TIME WORKS WONDERS. A Comedy in Five Acts, as performed at the Theatre Royal, Haymarket. Fifth Edition.

BUBBLES OF THE DAY. A Comedy in Five Acts, as performed at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden. 1s.

WORKS BY GILBERT A. & BECKETT.

This day is published, price One Shilling, THE TENTH PART of

THE COMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOHN LEECH.

This Work is published in Monthly Parts, illustrated by JOHN LEECH, with ONE LARGE ETCHING, and from SIX TO TWELVE WOOD ENGRAVINGS. It will comprise about Twenty Parts, and will appear regularly with the Monthly Magazines until its completion.

** Shortly will be published, handsomely bound in cloth, price 10s. 6d. **


Now ready, complete in 2 Volumes, price 3s. 6d. each,


In cloth boards, price Five Shillings, illustrated by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK,

THE COMIC BLACKSTONE,

"Seriously we will remark, that a vein of real legal learning can be traced through these sportive pages; and a student may occasionally find his apprehension of abstruse points sharpened by Mr. a Beckett's fun."—Times, January 5th, 1846.

In small 8vo, cloth, gilt edges, price Two Shillings,

THE QUIZZIOLOGY OF THE BRITISH DRAMA. Comprising Stage Passions, Stage Characters, and Stage Plays.

LONDON: PUBLISHED AT THE PUNCH OFFICE, 585, FLEET STREET.

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE CUTCABINET EDITION.

LODGE'S PORTRAITS.—The Third Volume, containing Thirty Portraits, is now ready, handsomely bound in crimson cloth, price Six Shillings and Sixpence. The Work will be completed in Eight Volumes, price 5s. 6d. each; or, in Forty-eight Numbers, price 1s. each. London: William Smith, 113, Fleet Street.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF POPULAR WORKS.


Just published,

WEBSTER'S ROYAL RED BOOK AND COURT LIST. Price 5s. Comprising a correct List of the Nobility and Gentry, alphabetically arranged, the Ambassadors, Consuls, Law and Crown Officers, a Comprehensive Street Guide, and other useful Information. Published by Webster & Co., 60, Piccadilly.

Just Published.

THE BERTHE AND COLLAR BOOK, with Illustrations. By Miss Watts, Price 6d. Also a new and improved edition of THE ILLUSTRATED KNITTING, NETTING, AND CROCHET BOOK. Price 1s. J. Miland, 35, Chapel Street, Belgrave Square; and to be had of all Booksellers and Berlin Depot in Town and Country.

WORKS OF GEORGE SAND,

In Monthly Parts, price 2s. 6d. each. PART I. CONTAINS—

THE LAST ALDINI.

II. SIMON.

III. ANDRE.

IV. FAUCHETTE & THE MOSAIC MASTERS.

E. Churton, Library, 26, Holles Street.

ALEXANDRE DUMAS' WORKS.

In Three Volumes, Foolscap Octavo, price 7s. 6d. cloth, or 6s. paper boards, THE COUNT OF MONTE CHRISTO, A ROMANCE. In Foolscap Octavo, price 2s. 6d. cloth, or 2s. paper boards, GEORGE; OR, THE PLANTER OF THE ISLE OF FRANCE. In Foolscap Octavo, price 1s. boards, MEMOIRS OF A PHYSICIAN, A HISTORICAL ROMANCE. VOLUME FIRST. Simms & McIntyre, 18, Paternoster Row, London; and 26, Donegall Street, Belfast.

On April 1st was published, In Foolscap Octavo, nearly bound, PRICE ONE SHILLING, THE FIRST VOLUME OF MEMOIRS OF A PHYSICIAN. By ALEXANDRE DUMAS.

A Historical Romance, which has excited the most intense interest in Paris, and which formed the subject of the recent trial between the Author, M. Dumas, and the Crown of the Constitution, now

THE SECOND VOLUME OF A NEW MONTHLY SERIES OF SHILLING VOLUMES, ENTITLED

THE PARLOUR LIBRARY.


On May 1st will appear, Volume Third, CONTAINING WOOD LEIGHTON; OR, A YEAR IN THE COUNTRY. By MARY HOWITT.

LONDON: SIMMS & MINTY, 13, PATERNOSTER ROW; AND 26, DONEGALL STREET, BELFAST.

LIVERPOOL: GEORGE PHILIP. EDINBURGH: JOHN MENZIES. GLASGOW: J. MACLEOD. DUBLIN: CUMMING & PERNOW.

EASE AND COMFORT IN SHAVING.—B. and S. COWYAN'S CANTON STROP, or Quadrilateral Chinese Razor Sharpener, patented by B. and S. Cowyan, 15s, Penchurch Street, and of all performers, &c. Prices, 5s. 6d., 7s. 6d., 9s. 6d.: Canton razor paste, 1s. per packet; vegetable shaving powder, 1s. 6d. per box, and peculiarly tempered razors, &c.

COMFORT IN SHAVING depends on the proper use of a good Razor, an efficient Strop, and a Paste to renovate the surface of the strop when it becomes black and choked with the steel from the razor, to which it is subjected by constant shaving. There is a method that will not only suddenly on the face, and a smooth tepid-pointed elastic shaving brush: unless all these points are attended to, and the razor wiped and stropped after shaving, that operation must always be a troublesome one. The strop must also be renewed as necessary. The strop and razor, therefore, require care and attention. The following are the most approved brands of razors:—

- Large assortment of Papier Maché Manufactures, Dressing-cases, Work-boxes, and Writing-desks, Bagatelle Tables, &c.
THE FIRST VOLUME OF THE MUSIC BOOK.

CONTAINING TWENTY ORIGINAL PIECES OF MUSIC, CONSISTING OF SONGS, WALTZES, AND QUADRILLES,

Printed from Engraved Plates, on Paper of the usual Music size.

The following Pieces are already Published, price 6d. each.

"SING, MAIDEN, SING."—Words by Barry Cornwall, Music by Balfe.
"THE FALSE FRIEND."—Words by the late Thomas Hood, Music by W. V. Wallace.
"A SONG FOR THE SEASONS."—Words by Barry Cornwall, Music by J. H. Tully.
"MY HOME MUST BE WHERE’ER THOU ART."—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"IN A DREAM-NIGHTED DECEMBER."—Words by Kratz, Music by Edward Loder.
"WHEN ALONG THE LIGHT RIPPLE."—Words by R. M. Milnes, Music by M. W. Balfe.
"O, HOW HARD IT IS TO FIND."—Words by Campbell, Music by T. G. Reed.
"LOVE ME IF I LIVE."—Words by Barry Cornwall, Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"THE VOYAGE OF FANCY." (Duet.)—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Frank Romer.
"I LOVE THEE." (Ballad.)—Words by the late Thomas Hood, Music by W. V. Wallace.
"AS THE MOON’S SOFT SPLENDOUR." (Ballad.)—Music by J. Benedict.
"A MAIDEN FROM HER LONELY BOWER." (Ballad.)—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"THE ONE I DARE NOT NAME." (Ballad.)—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.

"LIGHTLY WON IS LIGHTLY HELD." (Duet.)—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"THE CASINO WALTZ."—Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"MAUREEN,"—Words by Barry Cornwall, Music by M. W. Balfe.
"IT IS EYE, LOVE," (Serenade.)—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Frank Romer.
"THE SAILOR’S BRIDE." (Ballad.)—Words by Mrs. Crawford, Music by J. Nicholls Crouch.
"THE RIDOTTO WALTZ."—Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"I DREAM OF THEE."—Words by Barry Cornwall, Music by Mrs. G. A. à Beckett.
"SPRING AND AUTUMN." (Song.)—Words by Mark Lemon, Music by Edward Loder.
"THE MAHOGANY TREE."—Words by W. M. Thackeray, Music by Frank Romer.
"IT WAS NOT KIND TO LOVE ME SO."—Words by Mrs. Elley, Music by Friedrich Wilhelm.
"SWEET VILLAGE GREEN." (Ballad.)—Words by J. Gill, Esq., Music by F. Blewitt.

** A Number of the MUSIC BOOK is published every Month, Price 1s.

LONDON:
PUBLISHED AT THE OFFICE, ST. BRIDE’S AVENUE, FLEET STREET, (LEADING TO ST. BRIDE’S CHURCH); [AND SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS AND MUSIC SELLERS.]
WORKS BY MR. DICKENS.

Price Five Shillings, small 8vo.

THE BATTLE OF LIFE.
A Love Story.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS BY DANIEL MACLISE, R.A.; CLARKSON STANFIELD, R.A.; JOHN LEECH; AND RICHARD DOYLE.

New and Revised Edition of "OLIVER TWIST."

Complete in One Volume, price 11s. cloth, (uniform with "The Pickwick Papers,")

THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF

OLIVER TWIST.
ILLUSTRATED BY GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.

** This Edition has been carefully corrected by the Author throughout, and contains the whole of the original Illustrations.

In foolscap Octavo, Second Edition, price Six Shillings,

PICTURES FROM ITALY.

CONTENTS.

| Paris to Chalons.—Lyons, the Rhone, and the Goblin of Avignon.—Avignon to Genoa.—Genoa and its Neighbourhood.—Parma, Modena, and Bologna.—Ferrara.—Verona, Mantua, Milan, and the Simplon.—Rome, Naples, and Florence. |

Uniform with "The Battle of Life."

THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH. A FAIRY TALE OF HOME.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL, IN PROSE, being a Ghost Story of Christmas. 11th Edition. Price 5s.

THE CHIMES, a Goblin Story of some Bells that Rang an Old Year Out and a New Year In. 12th Edition. Price 5s.

LONDON: BRADBURY & EVANS, WHITEFRIARS.
THE FORTUNES OF TORLOGH O'BRIEN;
A TALE OF THE WARS OF KING JAMES.
WITH TWENTY-TWO ILLUSTRATIONS BY H. K. BOWNE (PHIZ).

PRICE THREEPENCE.
THE DAILY NEWS,
London Morning Newspaper,
IN TIME FOR THE MORNING MAILS.

It is remarkable, that more than a century since there were eighteen papers published in London, daily or three times a week—while now there are only five! In the City of New York, more daily papers are published than in all England, Scotland, and Ireland, put together. What is the cause?—PRIX!

The Daily News looks for support, not to a comparatively few readers at a high price, but to many at a low price.

The DAILY NEWS is the same size as all other journals were within seven years; it is larger than many of the high-priced daily journals are now; and, in every particular of interest, it contains as much information as the most successful amongst its contemporaries. The Daily News is expensive; and double sheets are given whenever News, important Debates, or Advertisements require it.

An Evening Edition under the Title of THE EXPRESS
is published every day at Four o'clock, containing full reports of the markets of the day.

DAILY NEWS OFFICE, WHITEFRIARS, Fleet Street, London.

ART UNION.—TO PRINTSELLERS, GILDERS, &c.
C. F. BIELEFELD,
Having obtained Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent for manufacturing PICTURE FRAMES by machinery, begs to announce that he has prepared several specimens expressly for the Art Union print, Jephtha's Daughter, which may be inspected at the manufactory. They may be had finished in gold, or imitation of bronze, ebony, &c., at from 7s. 6d. and upwards, and although the prices have been reduced less than half the cost of plain wood frames of corresponding sizes and sections, yet the materials and workmanship are of the very highest character, while in the execution of the design will be found that delicacy and uniformity which result from machinery alone, and defy all imitation. A sheet of designs, with prices, sent by post on application, inclosing the post-office stamp.—Papier Maché Works, 15, Wellington-street north, Strand.

Parties forwarding their Art Union Orders can have the Prints obtained.

CHILDREN'S FROCKS, COATS, AND PELISSES;
Infants' Cloaks, Hoods, Hats, and Bonnets; Long and Short Robes, French Cambric Caps, Day and Night Gowns, Robe Blankets, Lawn and Cambric Nightgowns, with every other requisite in Baby Linen, at SHEARMAN'S, 5, PINSBURY PAVEMENT. Several hundreds of Children's Dresses constantly on view, from the useful indoor at 1s. 1d., medium 2s. 6d. to 18s. 6d., up to the rich embroidered Silk Velvets, 8s., with every other article usually required for a young family; thus obviating the trouble and inconvenience so long complained of in going from shop to shop when juvenile clothing is required. An Illustrated Pamphlet, affording additional information, will be sent free, on receiving a paid letter.

SEND EIGHT POSTAGE STAMPS,
And by return, and Post Free, you will receive a handsome Tea-spoon of C. WATSON'S SOLID ALBATA PLATE,
which is rapidly superseding Silver for all domestic uses. This is the only SOLID substitute now sold. Unlike plated goods of any kind, there is nothing to wear off, so that the more you rub and clean it, the better it will continue to look, though it should be in daily use for FIFTY YEARS. Do not be afraid to put it to any test, and then send your order. A full catalogue of Prices, with patterns of every other article which is manufactured from this metal, for the table or the sideboard, will be enclosed with the Sample Spoon. This Metal may be engraved as silver, with crests, arms, &c.—N.B. In CANDLESTICKS it is extremely beautiful. Address, C. WATSON, 41 and 43, Barbican, and 18, Norton Folgate, London.
Cure of declared Incurable Consumption, in the Case of the Son of Sir Richard Sutton, Bart.

Extract from Mr. Proebt's Letter to Messrs. Morison.

GENTLEMEN,—In compliance with the request of Sir Richard Sutton, Bart., and in accordance with his grateful desire, expressed in his letter to the College, I send you a short detail of the severe case, and, I must say, most extraordinary cure of his son Henry, seven years of age, which I have had the happiness and honor of effecting, by the prompt administration of "MORISON'S UNIVERSAL MEDICINES." alone.

"I had the honour of conveying Master Henry Sutton to Norfolk near Swellwell, Notts, the family-seat, in my gig, drawn by the beautiful spotted horse Sir Richard was kind enough to present me with, as a memorial (he was pleased to say) of my saving the life of his son, when all the faculty had given him up for lost.

"Proved in having thus been instrumentally useful in the Hygeian cause,

"I remain, Gentlemen, most respectfully yours,

"S. T. PROEBT.

"The doses varied from 10, 15, 20 and upwards, of Nos. 1 and 2, and the Vegetable Aperient Powders."

For further particulars see the case; to be had of all the Agents.


"DEAR SIR,—It has long been my pleasure to write to you on the subject of your invaluable medicine, but my time is so fully occupied I seem scarcely able to do justice to the subject. We have now tried for every case of illness that has occurred in our large family, during the last three years, and I am thoroughly convinced of the soundness of the Hygeian theory; and believe that if there be a curable complaint, the 'Vegetable Medicine' will accomplish the cure. In November, 1844, our three youngest children had the measles; we called in no doctor, but in spite of the remonstrances of friends, persevered in administering regular but small doses of the pills, and they soon recovered their usual vigour, and had no unpleasant memento of the complaint remaining. In January last, one of our little ones began with the scarlet fever, which soon extended to two others, and they were very bad indeed, covered with eruptions, their throats very sore and mouths ulcerated; but all the medicine they had, was two pills each morning, Nos. 1 and 2 alternately, and one day, when one of them was very ill indeed, she had three pills extra. We did not cease to administer the medicine until all symptoms of the disease had left them; yet this medicine did not cost us more than six halfpence.

(Signed) "ALFRED HEWLETT."


"TO MESSRS. MORISON.

"Sandiway, near Northwich, Dec. 1st, 1846.

"GENTLEMEN,—I now enclose my five pound subscription, and shall feel very grateful for the supply of pills you kindly send me; indeed, if I were to give them to all that apply for them, I ought to have a room full of them, for every letter now asks to supply pills, and I invariably say that I never give them to strangers; for there are so many impostors who ask for them to make money by selling them.

"The medicine is greatly valued by those that are out of health; and I shall always say that it is the finest medicine ever made, and the only perfectly safe one.

"I remain, Gentlemen, your obliged servant,

"SOPHIA GREY."

Cure of Asthma.

Reported by Lady Sophia Grey, Sandiway.

"GENTLEMEN,—By the wish of our labourer, G. Greaves, I write to say that he desires it to be known how greatly he has benefited by taking your most excellent medicines. When we came to this house he was a poor sickly young man, so often tied up with violent attacks of asthma, that the farmers would not employ him, and Mr. Booth Grey gave him little jobs when able to do anything. I instantly persuaded him to take your pills in small doses, alternately No. 1 and No. 2. He has done so, never exceeding seven pills at a dose, and is now a very healthy man, and able to work like any other labourer, and not affected by any change in the weather.

"I remain, Gentlemen, yours, sincerely obliged,

"SOPHIA GREY."

Report for 1847 of Richard Tothill, Esq., M.R.C.S.,


"1. ABRAHAM HOSKING, aged fifty-two, cured of a complication of disorders of forty years' standing.

"2. JOHN WHITE, aged thirty-four, cured of pains in the stomach, side, and back.

"3. MARIA STONEWARE, aged twenty, cured of tightness of the chest, which completely prevented sleep or rest.

"4. WILLIAM WOODLEY, aged sixty-two, cured of a liver and stomach complaint.

"5. ELIZABETH FLEMBOLE, aged fifty, cured of an ulcerated leg.

"6. ANN WARE, aged thirty-eight, cured of nervous debility.

"7. JOHN CARTER, aged forty-five, cured of rheumatic gout.

"8. ELIZABETH WOOD, aged forty-six, cured of violent pains in the head and chest.

"9. MARY BALSTONE, aged forty-one, cured of severe pain in the right side arising from ulcerated lungs.

(Signed) "RICHARD TOTHILL."

Lady Sophia Grey's Opinion of the Prints showing the Fallacy of the Organic Theory.


"GENTLEMEN,—Nothing can be better than the Prints. They must do great good in opening the eyes of the people to the fallacy of the Organic Theory. I have suffered from three parts of my life, and must, in a greater or less degree, as long as I live, from a ruined constitution. I have distributed all the Prints but one, which we keep to be seen in our drawing-room. With my sincere wishes for the continued success of one of the best and safest medicines ever known.

"Sandiway, near Northwich, Cheshire."
TO SMOKERS.

Clarke’s Patent Glass Mortar Lamps will be found invaluable, not only as a Night Light, but in the Divan, particularly in warm weather when fires are dispensed with, answering the double purpose of lighting the Cigar, and dish to receive the ashes. They are extremely light, and without smell or smoke, and well adapted for Hotels, &c., combining elegance, economy, and safety. Price of Lamps 2s. each, and Mortars 7d. per box, containing 8, 10, or 12 Mortars, each to burn 12, 6, and 6 hours. May be obtained at the Patentee’s Lamp Manufactory, 55, Albany Street, Regent’s Park; or return from all Olimen, Grocers, and Italian Warehouses in the Kingdom.

Important to Ladies.

The Norwich Company’s Celebrated 3 & 6-Cord Sewing, Knitting, and Netting Cotton.

The attention of Ladies is particularly requested to this novel article, as being of the most beautiful and uniform texture yet produced; it is wound on reels, labelled as above, in lengths of 100, 200, and 300 yards. The Six-cord, in addition to being the very best Cotton for sewing, is especially adapted for knitting, netting, and crochet. To be had at all the most respectable mercers, drapers, haberdashers, and Berlin repositories in the kingdom; and wholesale only of the proprietors, Messrs. J. L. Barber & Co., Norwich; and of their agent in London, Mr. W. W. Tripp, 35, Friday Street, Cheapside.

Under Royal Patronage.

Keating’s Cough Lozenges.

Are indispensably necessary during the present severe season, both for the cure and prevention of Coughs, asthmatic, and all pulmonary complaints.

Prepared and sold in boxes, 1s. 14d., and Tins, 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d., and 10s. 6d. each, by Thomas Keating, Chemist, &c., No. 79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. Sold retail by all druggists and patent medicine vendors in the kingdom.

Important Testimonials.

Copy of a Letter from Colonel Hawker, (the well-known author on ‘Guns and Shooting’), Longparish House, near Whitechurch, Kent, October 21st, 1846.

Sir,—I cannot resist informing you of the extraordinary effect that I have experienced by taking only a few of your Lozenges. I had a cough for several weeks, that defied all that had been prescribed for me; and yet I got completely rid of it by taking about half a small box of your Lozenges, which I find are the only ones that relieve the cough without deranging the stomach or digestive organs. I am, Sir, your humble servant,

P. Hawker.

To Mr. Keating, &c., 79, St. Paul’s Church Yard, London.

N.B. To prevent spurious imitations, please to observe that the words “Keating’s Cough Lozenges” are on the government stamp of each box.

Stooping of the Shoulders & Contraction of the Chest.

Are entirely prevented, and gently and effectually removed in youth, and ladies and gentlemen, by the occasional use of the Improved Elastic Chest Expander, which is light, simple, easily applied, either above or beneath the dress, and worn without any uncomfortable constraint or impediment to exercise. To young persons especially it is highly beneficial, immediately producing an evident improvement in the figure, and tending greatly to prevent the incursion of pulmonary diseases; whilst to the invalid, and those much engaged in sedentary pursuits, such as reading or studying, working, drawing, or music, it is found to be invaluable, as it expands the chest and affords a great support to the back. It is made in silk, and can be forwarded, per post, by Mr. Alfred Binyon, sole manufacturer and proprietor, No. 40, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London; or full particulars, with prices and mode of measurement, on receipt of a postage stamp.
MEERSCHAUM PIPES.
I. INDERWICK & COMPANY, 58, PRINCES STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, beg respectfully to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade generally, that they have just received a fine assortment of
PURE MEERSCHAUM PIPES
Of the First Quality, to which they invite attention.

For Purifying the Blood and Strengthening the Digestive Organs.

FRENCH'S SARSAPARILLA AND CHAMOMILE, a concentrated Fluid Extract of these well-known, valuable medicines. It is suited for either sex, and will prove a certain cure for Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Dimness of Sight, Painting Fits, Wasting of the Flesh, Languor, Skin diseases, Rheumatic and Nervous affections, an excess of Blood caused by unhealthy climates, too sedentary a life, Dissipation, or other causes. However debilitated the system, or deep-rooted the disease, by the judicious use of this purifying medicine the energies of the whole nervous system will be augmented, a powerful and healthy action of every faculty produced, and the most inviolable symptoms of disease will vanish, and strength and health restored to the feeble and afflicted by its powerful,但 not too劲的, but rather soothing, beneficial effects.

ODRIDGE'S BALE OF COLUMBIA
long celebrated for its genial and invigorating qualities, in promoting and restoring the growth of the Hair, is peculiarly fitted (applied according to the printed directions) for application during the tender years of infancy and childhood; and no nurse, by the diligent use of this purifying medicine the whole system of the infant will be augmented, a powerful and healthy action of every faculty produced, and the most inviolable symptoms of disease will vanish, and strength and health restored to the feeble and afflicted by its powerful, but not too vigorous, but rather soothing, beneficial effects.

EDMISTON & SON, TAILORS AND TROWSERS MAKERS, 69, STRAND, LONDON. OPPOSITE THE ADELPHI THEATRE.

JONES'S £4 4s. 0d. Silver, and £12 12s. 0d. GOLD LEVER WATCHES, at 399, Strand, opposite Somerset House. Warranted not to vary more than ½ a minute per week. Mathematically true and elegant. On receipt of a Post Office Order for Is. above the Price, one will be forwarded free to any part of the Kingdom.

SMITH'S GOLD REVIVER, 1s. 6d. per Bottle, gives in one instant the splendour of new gliding to the most disfigured frames, by merely touching the surface. GOLD VARNISH, 1s. 6d., regilds defects. May be applied by any one. ELECTROPLATING LIQUID SILVER, 1s., puts a durable coating of pure Silver upon the Coppery parts of worn plated articles. Cost and trouble less than cleaning. Sole Manufacturer, Smith, 281, Strand, (exactly opposite Norfolk Street).

CHUBB'S LOCKS AND FIRE-PROOF SAFES.—CHUBB'S New Patent Detector Locks give perfect security from false Keys, and also detect false attempts to open them.
CHUBB'S Patent Fire-proof Safes and Boxes are the best preservatives of deeds, books, plate, &c., from fire and thieves.
Cash Boxes, and Japan Deed Boxes, Street Door Latches with very neat Keys.
G. CHUBB & SON, 47, St. Paul's Churchyard, London; and 28, Lord-street, Liverpool.

THE ATRAPILATOR.-LIQUID HAIR DYE; the only dye that really answers for all colours, and does not require a colorist's doing, but as the hair grows, as it never fades or acquires that unnatural red or purple tint common to all other dyes.
BOTANIC WATER and BEAR'S GREASE.—When the hair is becoming thin and falling off, the only effectual remedy besides shaving the head is the use of the above-named articles, applied alternately—the botanic water to cleanse the roots from scurf, and as a stimulant, and the bear's grease as a nourisher.
THE NEW TOOTH-FLICK BRUSH, thoroughly cleansing between the teeth, when used up and down, and polishing the surface when used crossways. The hair warranted never to come out. THE UNION AND TRIPLE S.R. NAIL IN THE DOUBLE ANTISURESS NAIL BRUSH. THE MEDIUM SAVING SHAVING BRUSH. THE RAILWAY STROP and POWDER. The above new and elegant articles, in addition to a very extensive assortment of beautiful PERFUMES, are the sole MANUFACTURES and INVENTIONS of MESSRS. ROSS and SONS, 119 and 120, Bishopsgate-street, London.

TO THE LADIES.
The high and universal celebrity which ROWLAND'S KALYDOR continues to maintain, as an active yet mild and soothing extirpator of all impurities of the skin, during the period of puberty, is most pleasingly evinced. This preparation, eminently balsamic, restorative, and invigorating, is equally celebrated for safety in application, as for uniting the qualities of purgatives and astringents, and imparting a healthy freshness and transparency of Skin and Complexion. Its universally great demand evince the cruelty of unprincipled Shopkeepers, who give the title of "KALYDOR" to compounds of their own manufacture, of the meanest character, employing only containing mineral astringents utterly ruinous to the Complexion, and, by their repellant action, endangering health. It is therefore imperative on purchasers to see that the word "ROWLAND'S KALYDOR" are on the wrapper.
Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per bottle. Sold by the Proprietors, at 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by all respectable Chemists and Perfumers.
SOVEREIGN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,  
No. 5, ST. JAMES'S STREET, LONDON.

TRUSTEES.  
HENRY POWNALL, Esq.  
CLAUDA EDWARD SCOTT, Esq.

DIRECTORS.  
SIR JAMES CARMICHAEL, Bart.  
CHARLES FAREBROTHER, Esq., Alderman.  
WILLIAM TULLOH FRASER, Esq.  
JOHN GARDNER, Esq.  
AARON ASHER GOLDSMID, Esq.  
HENRY WILLIAM POWNALL, Esq.

BANKERS.—SIR CLAUDE SCOTT, Bart., and Co.

SOLICITORS.—MESSRS. DAVIES, SON, and CAMPBELL.

Assurances on the lives of persons in every station of life and every part of the world, granted on a plan which combines the utmost amount of benefit to the families of the assured at death, with every attainable advantage during life, which the system of Life Assurance is capable of affording.

Perfect security in a subscribed Capital, which guarantees the prompt settlement of every claim, with participating and nonparticipating rates on the lowest scale, especially for terms of years.

The Assured can anticipate or obtain the advance of the full amount of the Policy, on giving approved available security for a certain number of annual payments, as explained by the Prospectus.

Every facility afforded to persons assuring the lives of others, so as to render such Policies effectual securities.

A new plan of gradual or accumulative Assurance, particularly adapted for young lives, and for such as cannot, without inconvenience, undertake the payment of a fixed premium, securing in case of premature death, and an accumulating fund, available during life, should occasion require.

Annuities, Endowments, Advances, and Loans, on liberal terms.

Detailed Prospectuses, forms of Proposal, and every information, may be had on application, either personally or by letter, at the Company's Offices.

The usual commission to Solicitors and Agents.

H. D. DAVENPORT, Secretary.

CLARKE'S PATENT MORTAR LAMPS & LAMP MORTARS.

These incomparable night lamps are now manufactured in beautifully plain, coloured, and painted glass, and in paper made, which, with the great improvements that have been made in the Lamp Mortars, render them, without exception, the most elegant and perfect night light ever invented. Price of Lamps, 1s. 6d. and upwards; Mortars 7d. per box; double boxes 1s. 2d. each. Clarke's Patent Nursery Lamps.—This Lamp burns the patent lamp mortars, and will be found invaluable, not only in the nursery but in the bachelor's room. It will keep hot a quart of water or a pint of food and pint of water, at an expense of one halfpenny for six hours, besides serving as an excellent night light. It is entirely free from smell or smoke, and may be carried about with perfect safety.—May be obtained retail from most respectable ironmongers, grocers, and oileen in the kingdom, and wholesale at the Patentee's Lamp Manufactory, 55, Albany Street, Regent's Park.

PARASOLS.

In returning thanks for the very great patronage they have received, W. & J. SANGSTER beg to call the attention of Ladies to an improvement in Parasols, which they have registered under the title of the Indian.

This invention consists of an invisible band of elastic material, which, by contracting when the Parasol is closed, keeps it so at the will of the wearer.

Every lady well knows that the silk of a Parasol is cut before it is fairly worn out, by the friction of the ring, which has hitherto been indispensable on account of the inconvenience attending bands and clasps of all descriptions.

SANGSTERS, PATENTEES OF THE SYLPHIDE PARASOL,
140, REGENT STREET; 10, ROYAL EXCHANGE; & 94, FLEET STREET.

REFORM YOUR TAILORS' BILLS.

DOUDNEY & SON, 49, LOMBARD STREET.

ESTABLISHED 1784.
NUMBER ONE, SAINT PAUL'S CHURCHYARD.

DAKIN AND COMPY., TEA MERCHANTS.

The BEST COFFEE, whether choice OLD MOUNTAIN Mocha or Jamaica, 2s. per pound.

COFFEE, mellow in ripeness and richness of flavour, 1s. 6d. and 1s. 8d. per pound.

Good strong, full-flavoured Coffees, 1s. 2d. and 1s. 4d. per pound.

Inferior kinds from 9d. per pound and upwards.

These are the prices of some of our Coffees. The best is 2s. per pound—and the Best is the Best—if people can only get hold of it—but how few can! and why? Because they are always being told that the Best can be supplied at 1s. 9d. per pound—now the best can not be sold at that price. Our Best is 2s. per pound, and we trust we

HAVE NOW ESTABLISHED

it as the Best; for it is in reality the very best and choicest old Coffee imported. It is far better than the Best of the Bests frequently spoken of; it is in verity and truth the very Best, and we pledge ourselves most sincerely that it shall give every and unqualified satisfaction to the consumer. Taste and prove its excellence.

Again, we respectfully solicit attention to the Coffee we sell at 1s. 8d. per pound, and invite comparison.

THE PRINCIPLES

to which we look for success, with that commonly known as the Best, and if ours be not the better, we are content that all our assertions be considered vain and empty; and so convinced are we of the superior quality of this widely approved good Coffee, that we are satisfied to stand or fall by the result.

To enable the public to prove as much as possible, without tasting the Coffee, the truth of what we have just stated, we will endeavour to show the present market value of some of the principal sorts, as prices will not permit us mentioning many, and we will add the price at which we are in the habit

OF SELLING RETAIL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price per lb. for</th>
<th>British duty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Coffee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s. d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMAICA, ordinary to middling</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good middling to fine quality</td>
<td>2s. 9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceylon, ordinary to low middling</td>
<td>2s. 10d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middling to fine plantation</td>
<td>2s. 11d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERRICK and DEMERARA</td>
<td>2s. 12d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINICA and ST. LUCIA</td>
<td>2s. 13d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocha</td>
<td>2s. 14d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTA RICA</td>
<td>2s. 15d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAVA</td>
<td>2s. 16d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBA, &amp;c.</td>
<td>2s. 17d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the above list it will be noticed that we supply the public retail not only

AT WHOLESALE PRICES,

but at MERCHANTS’ PRICES, which, being ourselves merchants, we are enabled to do and give them every advantage. This is the principle on which our business was based, and which has already met with such gratifying and remunerating success, for prosperity and public favour has hitherto attended, and we respectfully hope will ultimately crown our great undertaking, the object of which has been to bring the growers and producers of, we may now say, the necessaries of life in direct communication with the consumers, more particularly for the great benefit of the latter.

The visitors to London are fearlessly assured, that they may save a considerable portion of their railway expenses by purchasing Coffees as well as Teas

AT NUMBER ONE, SAINT PAUL'S CHURCHYARD,

which is the very centre of England's Metropolis, and a position more easily identified than any in

LONDON.

DAKIN AND COMPY., TEA MERCHANTS.

AGENTS WANTED.
THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR, or INVISIBLE PERUKÉ.

The principle upon which this Peruke is made is so superior to everything yet produced, that the Manufacturer invites the honour of a visit from the Sceptic and the Connoisseur, that one may be convinced and the other gratified, by inspecting this and other novel and beautiful specimens of the Perruquean Art, at the estab-
ishment of the Sole Inventor, F. BROWNE, 47, FENCHURCH-ST.

F. BROWNE'S INFALLIBLE MODE OF MEASURING THE HEAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From the Forehead over to the poll, as deep</th>
<th>As dotted</th>
<th>Inches. Eights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>each way as required</td>
<td>1 to 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From one Temple to the other, across the rise</td>
<td>2 to 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Crown of the head to where the Hair grows</td>
<td>3 to 3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE CHARGE FOR THIS UNIQUE HEAD OF HAIR ONLY 21 s.

THE LONDON GENERAL MOURNING WAREHOUSE,
Nos. 247, 249, and 251, REGENT STREET, two doors from Oxford Street.

The Proprietors of the above Establishment beg leave to call the attention of the Nobility and Ladies to its great utility. It has ever been a source of inconvenience and regret, on occasions when Mourning Attire has been required, that its purchasers have at such a time been compelled to the painful necessity of proceeding from shop to shop in search of each distinct article of dress. This may be completely obviated by a visit to the London General Mourning Warehouse, where every description of Paramatta, Alapine, Bombasin, Merino, and Crane, for Mourning Dresses, Gloves, Hosiers, and Haberdashery, can be bought on the most reasonable terms, and where everything necessary for a complete Outfit of Mourning may be had, and made up, if required, by ex-
perienced Artists, with the strictest attention to taste, elegance, and economy. Widows' and Family Mourning is always kept made up, so that Ladies may by a Note, descriptive of Mourning required (either for themselves or household), have it forwarded to them in Town or Country immediately. Silks for slight or Complimentary Mourning, Printed Muslin Dresses, Mousseline de Laines, Barfges, and Evening Dresses, in the greatest variety

THE MILLINERY ROOMS contain a beautiful assortment of Millinery, Head Dresses, Flowers, Crane and Muslin Collars, Berthes, &c, with every description of Jewellery for Mourning.

Major Bagstock is delighted to have that opportunity.
M'r Toots becomes particular—Diogenes also.
CHAPTER XX.

MR. DOMBEY GOES UPON A JOURNEY.

"Mr. Dombe, Sir," said Major Bagstock, "Joey B. is not in general a man of sentiment, for Joseph is tough. But Joe has his feelings, Sir, and when they are awakened—Damme Mr. Dombe," cried the Major with sudden ferocity, "this is weakness, and I won't submit to it!"

Major Bagstock delivered himself of these expressions on receiving Mr. Dombey as his guest at the head of his own staircase in Princess's Place. Mr. Dombey had come to breakfast with the Major, previous to their setting forth on their trip; and the ill-starred Native had already undergone a world of misery arising out of the muffins, while, in connexion with the general question of boiled eggs, life was a burden to him.

"It is not for an old soldier of the Bagstock breed," observed the Major, relapsing into a mild state, "to deliver himself up, a prey to his own emotions; but damme Sir," cried the Major, in another spasm of ferocity, "I condole with you!"

The Major's purple visage deepened in its hue, and the Major's lobster eyes stood out in bolder relief, as he shook Mr. Dombey by the hand, imparting to that peaceful action as defiant a character as if it had been the prelude to his immediately boxing Mr. Dombey for a thousand pounds a side and the championship of England. With a rotary motion of his head, and a wheeze very like the cough of a horse, the Major then conducted his visitor to the sitting-room, and there welcomed him (having now composed his feelings) with the freedom and frankness of a travelling companion.

"Dombe," said the Major, "I'm glad to see you. I'm proud to see you. There are not many men in Europe to whom J. Bagstock would say that—for Josh is blunt, Sir: it's his nature—but Joey B. is proud to see you, Dombe."

"Major," returned Mr. Dombey, "you are very obliging."

"No, Sir," said the Major, "Devil a bit! That's not my character. If that had been Joe's character, Joe might have been, by this time, Lieutenant-General Sir Joseph Bagstock, K.C.B., and might have received you in very different quarters. You don't know old Joe yet, I find. But this occasion, being special, is a source of pride to me. By the Lord, Sir," said the Major resolutely, "it's an honour to me!"

Mr. Dombey, in his estimation of himself and his money, felt that this was very true, and therefore did not dispute the point. But the instinctive recognition of such a truth by the Major, and his plain avowal of it, were very agreeable. It was a confirmation to Mr. Dombey, if he had required any, of his not being mistaken in the Major. It was an assurance to him that his power extended beyond his own immediate sphere; and that the Major as an officer and a gentleman, had a no less becoming sense of it, than the beadle of the Royal Exchange.
DOMBEY AND SON.

And if it were ever consolatory to know this, or the like of this, it was consolatory then, when the impotence of his will, the instability of his hopes, the feebleness of wealth, had been so direfully impressed upon him. What could it do, his boy had asked him. Sometimes, thinking of the baby question, he could hardly forbear inquiring, himself, what could it do indeed: what had it done?

But these were lonely thoughts, bred late at night in the sullen despondency and gloom of his retirement, and pride easily found its re-assurance in many testimonies to the truth, as unimpeachable and precious as the Major’s. Mr. Dombey, in his friendlessness, inclined to the Major. It cannot be said that he warmed towards him, but he thawed a little. The Major had had some part—and not too much—in the days by the seaside. He was a man of the world, and knew some great people. He talked much, and told stories; and Mr. Dombey was disposed to regard him as a choice spirit who shone in society, and who had not that poisonous ingredient of poverty with which choice spirits in general are too much adulterated. His station was undeniable. Altogether the Major was a creditable companion, well accustomed to a life of leisure, and to such places as that they were about to visit, and having an air of gentlemanly ease about him that mixed well enough with his own city character, and did not compete with it at all. If Mr. Dombey had any lingering idea that the Major, as a man accustomed, in the way of his calling, to make light of the ruthless hand that had lately crushed his hopes, might unconsciously impart some useful philosophy to him, and scare away his weak regrets, he hid it from himself, and left it lying at the bottom of his pride, unexamined.

“Where is my scoundrel!” said the Major, looking wrathfully round the room.

The Native, who had no particular name, but answered to any vituperative epithet, presented himself instantly at the door and ventured to come no nearer.

“You villain!” said the choleric Major, “where’s the breakfast?”

The dark servant disappeared in search of it, and was quickly heard reascending the stairs in such a tumultuous state, that the plates and dishes on the tray he carried, trembling sympathetically as he came, rattled again, all the way up.

“Dombey,” said the Major, glancing at the Native as he arranged the table, and encouraging him with an awful shake of his fist when he upset a spoon, “here is a devilled grill, a savoury pie, a dish of kidneys, and so forth. Pray sit down. Old Joe can give you nothing but camp fare, you see.”

“Very excellent fare, Major,” replied his guest; and not in mere politeness either; for the Major always took the best possible care of himself, and indeed ate rather more of rich meats than was good for him, insomuch that his Imperial complexion was mainly referred by the faculty to that circumstance.

“You have been looking over the way Sir,” observed the Major.

“Have you seen our friend?”

“You mean Miss Tox,” retorted Mr. Dombey. “No.”

“Charming woman, Sir,” said the Major, with a fat laugh rising in his short throat, and nearly suffocating him.
"Miss Tox is a very good sort of person, I believe," replied Mr. Dombey.

The haughty coldness of the reply seemed to afford Major Bagstock infinite delight. He swelled and swelled, exceedingly: and even laid down his knife and fork for a moment, to rub his hands.

"Old Joe, Sir," said the Major, "was a bit of a favourite in that quarter once. But Joe has had his day. J. Bagstock is extinguished—outrivalled—floored, Sir. I tell you what, Dombey." The Major paused in his eating, and looked mysteriously indignant. "That's a de-vilish ambitious woman, Sir."

Mr. Dombey said "Indeed!" with frigid indifference: mingled perhaps with some contemptuous incredulity as to Miss Tox having the pre- sumption to harbour such a superior quality.

"That woman, Sir," said the Major, "is, in her way, a Lucifer. Joey B. has had his day Sir, but he keeps his eyes. He sees, does Joe. His Royal Highness the late Duke of York observed of Joey, at a levee, that he saw."

The Major accompanied this with such a look, and, between eating, drinking, hot tea, devilled grill, muffins, and meaning, was altogether so swollen and inflamed about the head, that even Mr. Dombey showed some anxiety for him.

"That ridiculous old spectacle, Sir," pursued the Major, "aspires. She aspires sky-high, Sir. Matrimonially, Dombey."

"I am sorry for her," said Mr. Dombey.

"Don't say that, Dombey," returned the Major in a warning voice.

"Why should I not, Major?" said Mr. Dombey.

The Major gave no answer but the horse's cough, and went on eating vigorously.

"She has taken an interest in your household," said the Major, stopping short again, "and been a frequent visitor at your house for some time now."

"Yes," replied Mr. Dombey with great stateliness, "Miss Tox was originally received there, at the time of Mrs. Dombey's death, as a friend of my sister's; and being a well-behaved person, and showing a liking for the poor infant, she was permitted—I may say encouraged—to repeat her visits with my sister, and gradually to occupy a kind of footing of familiarity in the family. I have," said Mr. Dombey, in the tone of a man who was making a great and valuable concession, "I have a respect for Miss Tox. She has been so obliging as to render many little services in my house: trifling and insignificant services perhaps, Major, but not to be disparaged on that account: and I hope I have had the good fortune to be enabled to acknowledge them by such attention and notice as it has been in my power to bestow. I hold myself indebted to Miss Tox, Major," added Mr. Dombey, with a slight wave of his hand, "for the pleasure of your acquaintance."

"Dombey," said the Major warmly; "no! No, Sir! Joseph Bagstock can never permit that assertion to pass uncontradicted. Your knowledge of old Joe, Sir, such as he is, and old Joe's knowledge of you, Sir, had its origin in a noble fellow, Sir—in a great creature, Sir. Dombey!" said the Major, with a struggle which it was not very difficult to parade, his whole life...
being a struggle against all kinds of apoplectic symptoms, “we knew each other through your boy.”

Mr. Dombey seemed touched, as it is not improbable the Major designed he should be, by this allusion. He looked down and sighed: and the Major, rousing himself fiercely, again said, in reference to the state of mind into which he felt himself in danger of falling, that this was weakness, and nothing should induce him to submit to it.

“Our friend had a remote connexion with that event,” said the Major, “and all the credit that belongs to her, J. B. is willing to give her; Sir. Notwithstanding which, Ma’am,” he added, raising his eyes from his plate, and casting them across Princess’s Place, to where Miss Tox was at that moment visible at her window watering her flowers, “you’re a scheming jade, Ma’am, and your ambition is a piece of monstrous impudence. If it only made yourself ridiculous, Ma’am,” said the Major, rolling his head at the unconscious Miss Tox, while his starting eyes appeared to make a leap towards her, “you might do that to your heart’s content, Ma’am, without any objection, I assure you, on the part of Bagstock.” Here the Major laughed frightfully up in the tips of his ears and in the veins of his head.

“But when, Ma’am,” said the Major, “you compromise other people, and generous, unsuspecting people too, as a repayment for their condescension, you stir the blood of old Joe in his body.”

“Major,” said Mr. Dombey, reddening, “I hope you do not hint at anything so absurd on the part of Miss Tox as—?”

“Dombey,” returned the Major, “I hint at nothing. But Joey B. has lived in the world, Sir: lived in the world with his eyes open, Sir, and his ears cocked: and Joe tells you, Dombey, that there’s a de-vilish artful and ambitious woman over the way.”

Mr. Dombey involuntarily glanced over the way; and an angry glance he sent in that direction, too.

“That’s all on such a subject that shall pass the lips of Joseph Bagstock,” said the Major firmly. “Joe is not a tale-bearer, but there are times when he must speak, when he will speak!—confound your arts, Ma’am,” cried the Major, again apostrophising his fair neighbour, with great ire “—when the provocation is too strong to admit of his remaining silent.”

The emotion of this outbreak threw the Major into a paroxysm of horse’s coughs, which held him for a long time. On recovering he added: “And now, Dombey, as you have invited Joe—old Joe, who has no other merit, Sir, but that he is tough and hearty—to be your guest and guide at Leamington, command him in any way you please, and he is wholly yours. I don’t know, Sir,” said the Major, wagging his double chin with a jocose air, “what it is you see in Joe to make you hold him in such great request, all of you; but this I know, Sir, that if he wasn’t pretty tough, and obstinate in his refusals, you’d kill him among you with your invitations and so forth, in double quick time.”

Mr. Dombey, in a few words, expressed his sense of the preference he received over those other distinguished members of society who were clamouring for the possession of Major Bagstock. But the Major cut him short by giving him to understand that he followed his own inclinations, and that they had risen up in a body and said with one accord, “J. B., Dombey is the man for you to choose as a friend.”
The Major being by this time in a state of repletion, with essence of savoury pie oozing out at the corners of his eyes, and devilled grill and kidneys tightening his cravat: and the time moreover approaching for the departure of the railway train to Birmingham, by which they were to leave town: the Native got him into his great coat with immense difficulty, and buttoned him up until his face looked staring and gasping, over the top of that garment, as if he were in a barrel. The Native then handed him separately, and with a decent interval between each supply, his wash-leather gloves, his thick stick, and his hat; which latter article the Major wore with a rakish air on one side of his head, by way of toning down his remarkable visage. The Native had previously packed, in all possible and impossible parts of Mr. Dombey's chariot, which was in waiting, an unusual quantity of carpet-bags and small portmanteaus, no less apoplectic in appearance than the Major himself: and having filled his own pockets with Seltzer water, East India sherry, sandwiches, shawls, telescopes, maps, and newspapers, any or all of which light baggage the Major might require at any instant of the journey, he announced that everything was ready. To complete the equipment of this unfortunate foreigner (currently believed to be a prince in his own country), when he took his seat in the rumble by the side of Mr. Towlinson, a pile of the Major's cloaks and great-coats was hurled upon him by the landlord, who aimed at him from the pavement with those great missiles like a Titan, and so covered him up, that he proceeded, in a living tomb, to the railroad station.

But before the carriage moved away, and while the Native was in the act of sepulture, Miss Tox appearing at her window, waved a lily-white handkerchief. Mr. Dombey received this parting salutation very coldly—very coldly even for him—and Honouring her with the slightest possible inclination of his head, leaned back in the carriage with a very discontented look. His marked behaviour seemed to afford the Major (who was all politeness in his recognition of Miss Tox) unbounded satisfaction; and he sat for a long time afterwards, leering, and choking, like an over-fed Mephistopheles.

During the bustle of preparation at the railway, Mr. Dombey and the Major walked up and down the platform side by side; the former taciturn and gloomy, and the latter entertaining him, or entertaining himself, with a variety of anecdotes and reminiscences, in most of which Joe Bagstock was the principal performer. Neither of the two observed that in the course of these walks, they attracted the attention of a working man who was standing near the engine, and who touched his hat every time they passed; for Mr. Dombey habitually looked over the vulgar herd, not at them; and the Major was looking, at the time, into the core of one of his stories. At length, however, this man stepped before them as they turned round, and pulling his hat off, and keeping it off, ducked his head to Mr. Dombey.

"Beg your pardon, Sir," said the man, "but I hope you're a doin' pretty well, Sir."

He was dressed in a canvass suit abundantly besmeared with coal-dust and oil, and had cinders in his whiskers, and a smell of half-slaked ashes all over him. He was not a bad-looking fellow, nor even what could be fairly called a dirty-looking fellow, in spite of this; and, in short, he was Mr. Toodle, professionally clothed.
"I shall have the honour of stokin' of you down, Sir," said Mr. Toodle. "Beg your pardon, Sir. I hope you find yourself a coming round?"

Mr. Dombey looked at him, in return for his tone of interest, as if a man like that would make his very eyesight dirty.

"'Seuse the liberty, Sir," said Toodle, seeing he was not clearly remembered, "but my wife Polly, as was called Richards in your family—"

A change in Mr. Dombey's face, which seemed to express recollection of him, and so it did, but it expressed in a much stronger degree an angry sense of humiliation, stopped Mr. Toodle short.

"Your wife wants money, I suppose," said Mr. Dombey, putting his hand in his pocket, and speaking (but that he always did) haughtily.

"No thank'ee, Sir," returned Toodle, "I can't say she does. I don't."

Mr. Dombey was stopped short now in his turn: and awkwardly: with his hand in his pocket.

"No Sir," said Toodle, turning his oilskin cap round and round; "we're a doin' pretty well Sir; we haven't no cause to complain in the worldly Sir. We've had four more since then Sir, but we rubs on."

Mr. Dombey would have rubbed on to his own carriage, though in so doing he had rubbed the stoker underneath the wheels; but his attention was arrested by something in connection with the cap still going slowly round and round in the man's hand.

"We lost one babby," observed Toodle, "there's no denyin'."

"Lately," added Mr. Dombey, looking at the cap.

"No Sir, up'ard of three years ago, but all the rest is hearty. And in the matter o' readin' Sir," said Toodle, ducking again, as if to remind Mr. Dombey of what had passed between them on that subject long ago, "them boys o' mine, they learned me, among 'em, arter all. They've made a very tolerable scholar of me Sir, them boys."

"Come, Major!" said Mr. Dombey.

"Beg your pardon Sir," resumed Toodle, taking a step before them and deferentially stopping them again, still cap in hand: "I wouldn't have troubled you with such a pint except as a way of gettin' in the name of my son Biler—christened Robin—he as you was so good as make a Charitable Grinder on."

"Well, man," said Mr. Dombey in his severest manner. "What about him?"

"Why Sir," returned Toodle, shaking his head with a face of great anxiety and distress. "I'm forced to say Sir, that he's gone wrong."

"He has gone wrong, has he?" said Mr. Dombey, with a hard kind of satisfaction.

"He has fell into bad company, you see, gentlemen," pursued the father looking wistfully at both, and evidently taking the Major into the conversation with the hope of having his sympathy. "He has got into bad ways. God send he may come to again, gentlemen, but he's on the wrong track now! You could hardly be off hearing of it somehow, Sir," said Toodle, again addressing Mr. Dombey individually; "and it's better I should out and say my boy's gone rather wrong. Polly's dreadful down about it, gentlemen," said Toodle with the same dejected look, and another appeal to the Major.
DOMBEY AND SON.

“A son of this man’s whom I caused to be educated, Major,” said Mr. Dombey, giving him his arm. “The usual return!”

“Take advice from plain old Joe, and never educate that sort of people, Sir,” returned the Major. “Damme Sir, it never does! It always fails!”

The simple father was beginning to submit that he hoped his son, the quondam Grinder, huffed and cuffed, and flogged and baged, and taught, as parrots are, by a brute jobbed into his place of schoolmaster with as much fitness for it as a hound, might not have been educated on quite a right plan in some undiscovered respect, when Mr. Dombey angrily repeating “The usual return!” led the Major away. And the Major being heavy to hoist into Mr. Dombey’s carriage, elevated in mid-air, and having to stop and swear that he would flay the Native alive, and break every bone in his skin, and visit other physical torments upon him, every time he couldn’t get his foot on the step, and fell back on that dark exile, had barely time before they started to repeat hoarsely that it would never do: that it always failed: and that if he were to educate ‘his own vagabond,’ he would certainly be hanged.

Mr. Dombey assented bitterly; but there was something more in his bitterness, and in his moody way of falling back in the carriage, and looking with knitted brows at the changing objects without, than the failure of that noble educational system administered by the Grinders’ Company. He had seen upon the man’s rough cap a piece of new crape, and he had assured himself, from his manner and his answers, that he wore it for his son.

So! from high to low, at home or abroad, from Florence in his great house to the coarse churl who was feeding the fire then smoking before them, every one set up some claim or other to a share in his dead boy, and was a bidder against him! Could he ever forget how that woman had wept over his pillow, and called him her own child! or how he, waking from his sleep, had asked for her, and had raised himself in his bed and brightened when she came in!

To think of this presumptuous raker among coals and ashes going on before there, with his sign of mourning! To think that he dared to enter, even by a common show like that, into the trial and disappointment of a proud gentleman’s secret heart! To think that this lost child, who was to have divided with him his riches, and his projects, and his power, and allied with whom he was to have shut out all the world as with a double door of gold, should have let in such a herd to insult him with their knowledge of his defeated hopes, and their boasts of claiming community of feeling with himself, so far removed: if not of having crept into the place wherein he would have lorded it, alone!

He found no pleasure or relief in the journey. Tortured by these thoughts he carried monotony with him, through the rushing landscape, and hurried headlong, not through a rich and varied country, but with a wilderness of blighted plans and gnawing jealousies. The very speed at which the train was whirled along, mocked the swift course of the young life that had been borne away so steadily and so inexorably to its fore-doomed end. The power that forced itself upon its iron way—its own—defiant of all paths and roads, piercing through the heart of every obstacle, and dragging living creatures of all classes, ages, and degrees behind it, was a type of the triumphant monster, Death.
Away, with a shriek, and a roar, and a rattle, from the town, burrowing among the dwellings of men and making the streets hum, flashing out into the meadows for a moment, mining through the damp earth, booming in darkness and heavy air, bursting out again into the sunny day so bright and wide; away, with a shriek, and a roar, and a rattle, through the fields, through the woods, through the corn, through the hay, through the chalk, through the mould, through the clay, through the rock, among objects close at hand and almost in the grasp, ever flying from the traveller, and a deceitful distance ever moving slowly with him: like as in the track of the remorseless monster, Death!

Through the hollow, on the height, by the heath, by the orchard, by the park, by the garden, over the canal, across the river, where the sheep are feeding, where the mill is going, where the barge is floating, where the dead are lying, where the factory is smoking, where the stream is running, where the village clusters, where the great cathedral rises, where the bleak moor lies, and the wild breeze smooths or ruffles it at its inconstant will; away, with a shriek, and a roar, and a rattle, and no trace to leave behind but dust and vapour: like as in the track of the remorseless monster, Death!

Breasting the wind and light, the shower and sunshine, away, and still away, it rolls and roars, fierce and rapid, smooth and certain, and great works and massive bridges crossing up above, fall like a beam of shadow an inch broad, upon the eye, and then are lost. Away, and still away, onward and onward ever: glimpses of cottage-homes, of houses, mansions, rich estates, of husbandry and handicraft, of people, of old roads and paths that look deserted, small, and insignificant as they are left behind: and so they do, and what else is there but such glimpses, in the track of the indomitable monster, Death!

Away, with a shriek, and a roar, and a rattle, plunging down into the earth again, and working on in such a storm of energy and perseverance, that amidst the darkness and whirlwind the motion seems reversed, and to tend furiously backward, until a ray of light upon the wet wall shows its surface flying past like a fierce stream. Away once more into the day, and through the day, with a shrill yell of exultation, roaring, rattling, tearing on, spurning everything with its dark breath, sometimes pausing for a minute where a crowd of faces are, that in a minute more are not: sometimes lapping water greedily, and before the spout at which it drinks has ceased to drip upon the ground, shrieking, roaring, rattling through the purple distance!

Louder and louder yet, it shrieks and cries as it comes tearing on resistless to the goal: and now its way, still like the way of Death, is strewn with ashes thickly. Everything around is blackened. There are dark pools of water, muddy lanes, and miserable habitations far below. There are jagged walls and falling houses close at hand, and through the battered roofs and broken windows, wretched rooms are seen, where want and fever hide themselves in many wretcheded, while smoke, and crowed gables, and distorted chimneys, and deformity of brick and mortar penning up deformity of mind and body, choke the murky distance. As Mr. Dombey looks out of his carriage window, it is never in his thoughts that the monster who has brought him there has let the light of day in on these things: not made or caused them. It was the journey’s fitting end, and might have been the end of everything; it was so ruinous and dreary.
So, pursuing the one course of thought, he had the one relentless monster still before him. All things looked black, and cold, and deadly upon him, and he on them. He found a likeness to his misfortune everywhere. There was a remorseless triumph going on about him, and it galloped and stung him in his pride and jealousy, whatever form it took: though most of all when it divided with him the love and memory of his lost boy.

There was a face—he had looked upon it, on the previous night, and it on him with eyes that read his soul, though they were dim with tears, and hidden soon behind two quivering hands—that often had attended him in fancy, on this ride. He had seen it, with the expression of last night, timidly pleasing to him. It was not reproachful, but there was something of doubt, almost of hopeful incredulity in it, which, as he once more saw that fade away into a desolate certainty of his dislike, was like reproach. It was a trouble to him to think of this face of Florence.

Because he felt any new compunction towards it? No. Because the feeling it awakened in him—of which he had had some old fore-shadowing in older times—was full-formed now, and spoke out plainly, moving him too much, and threatening to grow too strong for his composure. Because the face was abroad, in the expression of defeat and persecution that seemed to encircle him like the air. Because it barbed the arrow of that cruel and remorseless enemy on which his thoughts so ran, and put into its grasp a double-handed sword. Because he knew full well, in his own breast, as he stood there, tinging the scene of transition before him with the morbid colours of his own mind, and making it a ruin and a picture of decay, instead of hopeful change, and promise of better things, that life had quite as much to do with his complainings as death. One child was gone, and one child left. Why was the object of his hope removed instead of her?

The sweet, calm, gentle presence in his fancy, moved him to no reflection but that. She had been unwelcome to him from the first; she was an aggravation of his bitterness now. If his son had been his only child, and the same blow had fallen on him, it would have been heavy to bear; but infinitely lighter than now, when it might have fallen on her (whom he could have lost, or he believed it, without a pang), and had not. Her loving and innocent face rising before him, had no softening or winning influence. He rejected the angel, and took up with the tormenting spirit crouching in his bosom. Her patience, goodness, youth, devotion, love, were as so many atoms in the ashes upon which he set his heel. He saw her image in the blight and blackness all around him, not irradiating but deepening the gloom. More than once upon this journey, and now again as he stood pondering at this journey’s end, tracing figures in the dust with his stick, the thought came into his mind, what was there he could interpose between himself and it?

The Major, who had been blowing and panting all the way down, like another engine, and whose eye had often wandered from his newspaper to leer at the prospect, as if there were a great procession of discomfited Miss Toxes pouring out in the smoke of the train, and flying away over the fields to hide themselves in any place of refuge, aroused his friend by informing him that the post-horses were harnessed and the carriage ready.

"Dombey," said the Major, rapping him on the arm with his cane,
"don't be thoughtful. It's a bad habit. Old Joe, Sir, wouldn't be as tough as you see him, if he had ever encouraged it. You are too great a man, Dombev, to be thoughtful. In your position, Sir, you're far above that kind of thing."

The Major, even in his friendly remonstrances, thus consulting the dignity and honour of Mr. Dombev, and showing a lively sense of their importance, Mr. Dombev felt more than ever disposed to defer to a gentleman possessing so much good sense and such a well-regulated mind; accordingly he made an effort to listen to the Major's stories, as they trotted along the turnpike road; and the Major, finding both the pace and the road a great deal better adapted to his conversational powers than the mode of travelling they had just relinquished, came out for his entertainment.

In this flow of spirits and conversation, only interrupted by his usual plethoric symptoms, and by intervals of lunch, and from time to time by some violent assault upon the Native, who wore a pair of ear-rings in his dark-brown ears, and on whom his European clothes sat with an outlandish impossibility of adjustment—being, of their own accord, and without any reference to the tailor's art, long where they ought to be short, short where they ought to be long, tight where they ought to be loose, and loose where they ought to be tight—and to which he imparted a new grace, whenever the Major attacked him, by shrinking into them like a shrivelled nut, or a cold monkey—in this flow of spirits and conversation, the Major continued all day; so that when evening came on, and found them trotting through the green and leafy road near Leamington, the Major's voice, what with talking and eating and chuckling and choking, appeared to be in the box under the rumble, or in some neighbouring hay-stack. Nor did the Major improve it at the Royal Hotel, where rooms and dinner had been ordered, and where he so oppressed his organs of speech by eating and drinking, that when he retired to bed he had no voice at all, except to cough with, and could only make himself intelligible to the dark servant by gasping at him.

He not only arose next morning, however, like a giant refreshed, but conducted himself, at breakfast, like a giant refreshed. At this meal they arranged their daily habits. The Major was to take the responsibility of ordering everything to eat and drink; and they were to have a late breakfast together every morning, and a late dinner together every day. Mr. Dombev would prefer remaining in his own room, or walking in the country by himself, on that first day of their sojourn at Leamington; but next morning he would be happy to accompany the Major to the Pump-room, and about the town. So they parted until dinner-time. Mr. Dombev retired to nurse his wholesome thoughts in his own way. The Major, attended by the Native carrying a camp-stool, a great-coat, and an umbrella, swaggered up and down through all the public places: looking into subscription books to find out who was there, looking up old ladies by whom he was much admired, reporting J. B. tougher than ever, and puffing his rich friend Dombev wherever he went. There never was a man who stood by a friend more staunchly than the Major, when in puffing him, he puffed himself.

It was surprising how much new conversation the Major had to let off at dinner-time, and what occasion he gave Mr. Dombev to admire his
social qualities. At breakfast next morning, he knew the contents of the
latest newspapers received; and mentioned several subjects in connexion
with them, on which his opinion had recently been sought by persons
of such power and might, that they were only to be obscurely hinted at.
Mr. Dombey, who had been so long shut up within himself, and who had
rarely, at any time, overstepped the enchanted circle within which
the operations of Dombey and Son were conducted, began to think this an
improvement on his solitary life; and in place of excusing himself for
another day, as he had thought of doing when alone, walked out with the
Major arm-in-arm.

CHAPTER XXI.

NEW FACES.

The Major, more blue-faced and staring—more over-ripe, as it were,
than ever—and giving vent, every now and then, to one of the horse’s
coughs, not so much of necessity as in a spontaneous explosion of impor-
tance, walked arm-in-arm with Mr. Dombey up the sunny side of the way,
with his cheeks swelling over his tight stock, his legs majestically wide
apart, and his great head wagging from side to side, as if he were reso-
estrating within himself on being such a captivating object. They had not
walked many yards, before the Major encountered somebody he knew, nor
many yards farther before the Major encountered somebody else he knew,
but he merely shook his fingers at them as he passed, and led Mr. Dombey
on: pointing out the localities as they went, and enlivening the walk with
any current scandal suggested by them.

In this manner the Major and Mr. Dombey were walking arm-in-arm,
much to their own satisfaction, when they beheld advancing towards them,
a wheeled chair, in which a lady was seated, indolently steering her car-
riage by a kind of rudder in front, while it was propelled by some unseen
power in the rear. Although the lady was not young, she was very
blooming in the face—quite rosy—and her dress and attitude were per-
fectly juvenile. Walking by the side of the chair, and carrying her gossamer
parasol with a proud and weary air, as if so great an effort must be soon
abandoned and the parasol dropped, sauntered a much younger lady, very
handsome, very haughty, very wilful, who tossed her head and drooped her
eyelids, as though, if there were anything in all the world worth looking
into, save a mirror, it certainly was not the earth or sky.

"Why, what the devil have we here, Sir!" cried the Major, stopping as
this little cavalcade drew near.

"My dearest Edith!" drawled the lady in the chair, "Major Bagstock!"
The Major no sooner heard the voice, than he relinquished Mr. Domb-
ey’s arm, darted forward, took the hand of the lady in the chair and
pressed it to his lips. With no less gallantry, the Major folded both his
gloves upon his heart, and bowed low to the other lady. And now, the
chair having stopped, the motive power became visible in the shape of a
flushed page pushing behind, who seemed to have in part out-grown and
in part out-pushed his strength, for when he stood upright he was tall, and
wan, and thin, and his plight appeared the more forlorn from his having
injured the shape of his hat, by butting at the carriage with his head to urge it forward, as is sometimes done by elephants in Oriental countries.

"Joe Bagstock," said the Major to both ladies, "is a proud and happy man for the rest of his life."

"You false creature," said the old lady in the chair, insidiously. "Where do you come from? I can't bear you."

"Then suffer old Joe to present a friend, Ma'am," said the Major promptly, "as a reason for being tolerated. Mr. Dombey, Mrs. Skewton." The lady in the chair was gracious. "Mr. Dombey, Mrs. Granger." The lady with the parasol was faintly conscious of Mr. Dombey's taking off his hat, and bowing low. "I am delighted, Sir," said the Major, "to have this opportunity."

The Major seemed in earnest, for he looked at all the three, and leered in his ugliest manner.

"Mrs. Skewton, Dombey," said the Major, "makes havoc in the heart of old Josh."

Mr. Dombey signified that he didn't wonder at it.

"You perfidious goblin," said the lady in the chair, "have done! How long have you been here, bad man?"

"One day," replied the Major.

"And can you be a day, or even a minute," returned the lady, slightly settling her false curls and false eyebrows with her fan, and showing her false teeth, set off by her false complexion, "in the garden of what's-its-name—"

"Eden I suppose, Mama," interrupted the younger lady, scornfully.

"My dear Edith," said the other, "I cannot help it. I never can remember those frightful names—without having your whole Soul and Being inspired by the sight of Nature; by the perfume," said Mrs. Skewton, rustling a handkerchief that was faint and sickly with essences, "of her artless breath, you creature!"

The discrepancy between Mrs. Skewton's fresh enthusiasm of words, and forlornly faded manner, was hardly less observable than that between her age, which was about seventy, and her dress, which would have been youthful for twenty-seven. Her attitude in the wheeled chair (which she never varied) was one in which she had been taken in a barouche, some fifty years before, by a then fashionable artist who had appended to his published sketch the name of Cleopatra: in consequence of a discovery made by the critics of the time, that it bore an exact resemblance to that Princess as she reclined on board her galley. Mrs. Skewton was a beauty then, and bucks threw wine-glasses over their heads by dozens in her honour. The beauty and the barouche had both passed away, but she still preserved the attitude, and for this reason expressly, maintained the wheeled chair and the butting page: there being nothing whatever, except the attitude, to prevent her from walking.

"Mr. Dombey is devoted to Nature, I trust?" said Mrs. Skewton, settling her diamond brooch. And by the way, she chiefly lived upon the reputation of some diamonds, and her family connections.

"My friend Dombey, Ma'am," returned the Major, "may be devoted to her in secret, but a man who is paramount in the greatest city in the universe—"
"No one can be a stranger," said Mrs. Skewton, "to Mr. Dombey's immense influence."

As Mr. Dombey acknowledged the compliment with a bend of his head, the younger lady glancing at him, met his eyes.

"You reside here, Madam?" said Mr. Dombey, addressing her.

"No, we have been to a great many places. To Harrowgate, and Scarborough, and into Devonshire. We have been visiting, and resting here and there. Mama likes change."

"Edith of course does not," said Mrs. Skewton, with a ghastly archness.

"I have not found that there is any change in such places," was the answer, delivered with supreme indifference.

"They libel me. There is only one change, Mr. Dombey," observed Mrs. Skewton, with a mincing sigh, "for which I really care, and that is fear I shall never be permitted to enjoy. People cannot spare one. But seclusion and contemplation are my what 's-his-name——"

"If you mean Paradise, Mama, you had better say so, to render yourself intelligible," said the younger lady.

"My dearest Edith," returned Mrs. Skewton, "you know that I am wholly dependant upon you for those odious names. I assure you, Mr. Dombey, Nature intended me for an Areadian. I am thrown away in society. Cows are my passion. What I have ever sighed for, has been to retreat to a Swiss farm, and live entirely surrounded by cows—and china."

This curious association of objects, suggesting a remembrance of the celebrated bull who got by mistake into a crockery shop, was received with perfect gravity by Mr. Dombey, who intimated his opinion that Nature was, no doubt, a very respectable institution.

"What I want," drawled Mrs. Skewton, pinching her shrivelled throat, "is heart." It was frightfully true in one sense, if not in that in which she used the phrase. "What I want, is frankness, confidence, less conventionality, and freer play of soul. We are so dreadfully artificial."

We were, indeed.

"In short," said Mrs. Skewton, "I want Nature everywhere. It would be so extremely charming."

"Nature is inviting us away now, Mama, if you are ready," said the younger lady, curling her handsome lip. At this hint, the wan page, who had been surveying the party over the top of the chair, vanished behind it as if the ground had swallowed him up.

"Stop a moment, Withers!" said Mrs. Skewton, as the chair began to move; calling to the page with all the languid gravity with which she had called in days of yore to a coachman with a wig, cauliflower nosegay, and silk stockings. "Where are you staying, abomination?"

The Major was staying at the Royal Hotel, with his friend Dombey.

"You may come and see us any evening when you are good," lisped Mrs. Skewton. "If Mr. Dombey will honour us, we shall be happy. Withers, go on!"

The Major again pressed to his blue lips the tips of the fingers that were disposed on the ledge of the wheeled chair with careful carelessness; after the Cleopatra model: and Mr. Dombey bowed. The elder lady honoured them both with a very gracious smile and a girlish wave of her hand; the younger lady with the very slightest inclination of her head that common courtesy allowed.
The last glimpse of the wrinkled face of the mother, with that patchy colour on it which the sun made infinitely more haggard and dismal than any want of colour could have been, and of the proud beauty of the daughter with her graceful figure and erect deportment, engendered such an involuntary disposition on the part of both the Major and Mr. Dombey to look after them, that they both turned at the same moment. The Page, nearly as much aslant as his own aslant, was toiling after the chair, uphill, like a slow battering-ram; the top of Cleopatra's bonnet was fluttering in exactly the same corner to the inch as before; and the Beauty, loitering by herself a little in advance, expressed in all her elegant form, from head to foot, the same supreme disregard of everything and everybody.

"I tell you what, Sir," said the Major, as they resumed their walk again. "If Joe Bagstock were a younger man, there's not a woman in the world whom he'd prefer for Mrs. Bagstock to that woman. By George, Sir!" said the Major, "she's superb!"

"Do you mean the daughter?" inquired Mr. Dombey.

"Is Joey B. a turnip, Dombey," said the Major, "that he should mean the mother."

"You were complimentary to the mother," returned Mr. Dombey.


"She impresses me as being perfectly genteel," said Mr. Dombey.

"Genteel, Sir," said the Major, stopping short, and staring in his companion's face. "The Honourable Mrs. Skewton, Sir, is sister to the late Lord Feenix, and aunt to the present Lord. The family are not wealthy—they're poor, indeed—and she lives upon a small jointure; but if you come to blood Sir!" The Major gave a flourish with his stick and walked on again, in despair of being able to say what you came to, if you came to that.

"You addressed the daughter, I observed," said Mr. Dombey, after a short pause, "as Mrs. Granger."

"Edith Skewton, Sir," returned the Major, stopping short again, and punching a mark in the ground with his cane, to represent her, "married (at eighteen) Granger of Ours," whom the Major indicated by another punch. "Granger, Sir," said the Major, tapping the last ideal portrait, and rolling his head, emphatically, "was Colonel of a de-vilish handsome fellow, Sir, of forty-one. He died, Sir, in the second year of his marriage. The Major ran the representative of the deceased Granger through and through the body with his walking-stick, and went on again, carrying his stick over his shoulder.

"How long is this ago?" asked Mr. Dombey, making another halt.

"Edith Granger, Sir," replied the Major, shutting one eye, putting his head on one side, passing his cane into his left hand, and smoothing his shirt-frill with his right, "is, at this present time, not quite thirty. And, damme, Sir," said the Major, shouldering his stick once more, and walking on again, "she's a peerless woman!"

"Was there any family?" asked Mr. Dombey presently.

"Yes, Sir," said the Major. "There was a boy."

Mr. Dombey's eyes sought the ground, and a shade came over his face.

"Who was drowned, Sir," pursued the Major, "when a child of four or five years old."
“Indeed?” said Mr. Dombey, raising his head.

“By the upsetting of a boat in which his nurse had no business to have put him,” said the Major. “That’s his history. Edith Granger is Edith Granger still; but if tough old Joey B., Sir, were a little younger and a little richer, the name of that immortal paragon should be Bagstock.”

The Major heaved his shoulders, and his cheeks, and laughed more like an over-fed Mephistopheles than ever, as he said the words.

“Provided the lady made no objection, I suppose?” said Mr. Dombey coldly.

“By Gad, Sir,” said the Major, “the Bagstock breed are not accustomed to that sort of obstacle. Though it’s true enough that Edith might have married twen-ty times, but for being proud, Sir, proud.”

Mr. Dombey seemed, by his face, to think no worse of her for that.

“It’s a great quality after all,” said the Major. “By the Lord, it’s a high quality! Dombey! You are proud yourself, and your friend, Old Joe, respects you for it, Sir.”

With this tribute to the character of his ally, which seemed to be wrung from him by the force of circumstances and the irresistible tendency of their conversation, the Major closed the subject, and glided into a general exposition of the extent to which he had been beloved and doted on by splendid women and brilliant creatures.

On the next day but one, Mr. Dombey and the Major encountered the honourable Mrs. Skewton and her daughter in the Pump-room; on the day after, they met them again very near the place where they had met them first. After meeting them thus, three or four times in all, it became a point of mere civility to old acquaintances that the Major should go there one evening. Mr. Dombey had not originally intended to pay visits, but on the Major announcing this intention, he said he would have the pleasure of accompanying him. So the Major told the Native to go round before dinner, and say, with his and Mr. Dombey’s compliments, that they would have the honour of visiting the ladies that same evening, if the ladies were alone. In answer to which message, the Native brought back a very small note with a very large quantity of scent about it, indited by the Honourable Mrs. Skewton to Major Bagstock, and briefly saying, “You are a shocking bear and I have a great mind not to forgive you, but if you are very good indeed,” which was underlined, “you may come. Compliments (in which Edith unites) to Mr. Dombey.”

The Honourable Mrs. Skewton and her daughter, Mrs. Granger, resided while at Leamington, in lodgings that were fashionable enough and dear enough, but rather limited in point of space and conveniences; so that the Honourable Mrs. Skewton, being in bed, had her feet in the window and her head in the fire-place, while the Honourable Mrs. Skewton’s maid was quartered in a closet within the drawing-room, so extremely small, that, to avoid developing the whole of its accommodations, she was obliged to writhe in and out of the door like a beautiful serpent. Withers, the wan page, slept out of the house immediately under the tiles at a neighbouring milk-shop; and the wheeled chair, which was the stone of that young Sisyphus, passed the night in a shed belonging to the same dairy, where new-laid eggs were produced by the poultry connected with the establishment, who rosted on a broken donkey-cart, persuaded, to all appearance, that it grew there, and was a species of tree.
Mr. Dombey and the Major found Mrs. Skewton arranged, as Cleopatra, among the cushions of a sofa: very airily dressed: and certainly not resembling Shakespeare’s Cleopatra, whom age could not wither. On their way upstairs they had heard the sound of a harp, but it had ceased on their being announced, and Edith now stood beside it handsomely and haughtier than ever. It was a remarkable characteristic of this lady’s beauty that it appeared to vaunt and assert itself without her aid, and against her will. She knew that she was beautiful: it was impossible that it could be otherwise: but she seemed with her own pride to defy her very self.

Whether she held cheap, attractions that could only call forth admiration that was worthless to her, or whether she designed to render them more precious to admirers by this usage of them, those to whom they were precious seldom paused to consider.

“Do you not go on, then, my dearest Edith?” said Cleopatra.

“I left off as I began—of my own fancy.”

The exquisite indifference of her manner in saying this: an indifference quite removed from dulness or insensibility, for it was pointed with proud purpose: was well set off by the carelessness with which she drew her hand across the strings, and came from that part of the room.

“Do you know, Mr. Dombey,” said her languishing mother, playing with a hand-screen, “that occasionally my dearest Edith and myself actually almost differ—

“Not quite, sometimes, Mama?” said Edith.

“Oh never quite, my darling! Fie, fie, it would break my heart,” returned her mother, making a faint attempt to pat her with the screen, which Edith made no movement to meet, “—about these cold conventionalities of manner that are observed in little things? Why are we not more natural! Dear me! With all those yearnings, and gushings, and impulsive throbblings that we have implanted in our souls, and which are so very charming, why are we not more natural?”

Mr. Dombey said it was very true, very true.

“We could be more natural I suppose if we tried?” said Mrs. Skewton.

Mr. Dombey thought it possible.

“Devil a bit, Ma’am,” said the Major. “We couldn’t afford it. Unless the world was peopled with J. B.’s—tough and blunt old Joes, Ma’am, plain red herrings with hard roes, Sir—we couldn’t afford it. It wouldn’t do.”

“You naughty Infidel,” said Mrs. Skewton, “be mute.”

“Cleopatra commands,” returned the Major, kissing his hand, “and Antony Bagstock obeys.”

“The man has no sensitiveness,” said Mrs. Skewton, cruelly holding up the hand-screen so as to shut the Major out. “No sympathy. And what do we live for but sympathy! What else is so extremely charming! Without that gleam of sunshine on our cold earth,” said Mrs. Skewton, arranging her lace tucker, and complacently observing the effect of her bare lean arm, looking upward from the wrist, “how could we possibly bear it? In short, obdurate man!” glancing at the Major, round the
screen, "I would have my world all heart; and Faith is so excessively charming, that I won't allow you to disturb it, do you hear?"

The Major replied that it was hard in Cleopatra to require the world to be all heart, and yet to appropriate to herself the hearts of all the world; which obliged Cleopatra to remind him that flattery was insupportable to her, and that if he had the boldness to address her in that strain any more, she would positively send him home.

Withers the Wan, at this period, handing round the tea, Mr. Dombey again addressed himself to Edith.

"There is not much company here, it would seem?" said Mr. Dombey, in his own portentous gentlemanly way.

"I believe not. We see none."

"Why really," observed Mrs. Skewton from her couch, "there are no people here just now with whom we care to associate."

"They have not enough heart," said Edith, with a smile. The very twilight of a smile: so singularly were its light and darkness blended.

"My dearest Edith rallies me, you see!" said her mother shaking her head: which shook a little of itself sometimes, as if the palsy twinkled now and then in opposition to the diamonds. "Wicked one!"

"You have been here before, if I am not mistaken?" said Mr. Dombey. Still to Edith.

"Oh, several times. I think we have been everywhere."

"A beautiful country!"

"I suppose it is. Everybody says so."

"Your cousin Feenix raves about it Edith," interposed her mother from her couch.

The daughter slightly turned her graceful head, and raising her eyebrows by a hair's-breadth as if her cousin Feenix were of all the mortal world the least to be regarded, turned her eyes again towards Mr. Dombey.

"I hope, for the credit of my good taste, that I am tired of the neighbourhood," she said.

"You have almost reason to be, Madam," he replied, glancing at a variety of landscape drawings, of which he had already recognised several as representing neighbouring points of view, and which were strewn abundantly about the room, "if these beautiful productions are from your hand."

She gave him no reply, but sat in a disdainful beauty, quite amazing.

"Have they that interest?" said Mr. Dombey. "Are they yours?"

"Yes."

"And you play, I already know."

"Yes."

"And sing?"

"Yes."

She answered all these questions with a strange reluctance; and with that remarkable air of opposition to herself, already noticed as belonging to her beauty. Yet she was not embarrassed, but wholly self-possessed. Neither did she seem to wish to avoid the conversation, for she addressed her face, and—so far as she could—her manner also, to him; and continued to do so, when he was silent.

"You have many resources against weariness at least," said Mr. Dombey.
“Whatever their efficiency may be,” she returned, “you know them all now. I have no more.”

“May I hope to prove them all?” said Mr. Dombey, with solemn gallantry, laying down a drawing he had held, and motioning towards the harp.

“Oh certainly! If you desire it!”

She rose as she spoke, and crossing by her mother’s couch, and directing a stately look towards her, which was instantaneous in its duration, but inclusive (if any one had seen it) of a multitude of expressions, among which that of the twilight smile, without the smile itself, overshadowed all the rest, went out of the room.

The Major, who was quite forgiven by this time, had wheeled a little table up to Cleopatra, and was sitting down to play picquet with her. Mr. Dombey, not knowing the game, sat down to watch them for his edification until Edith should return.

“We are going to have some music, Mr. Dombey, I hope?” said Cleopatra.

“Mrs. Granger has been kind enough to promise so,” said Mr. Dombey.

“Ah! That’s very nice. Do you propose, Major?”

“No Ma’am,” said the Major. “ Couldn’t do it.”

“You’re a barbarous being,” replied the lady, “and my hand’s destroyed. You are fond of music, Mr. Dombey?”

“Eminently so,” was Mr. Dombey’s answer.

“Yes. It’s very nice,” said Cleopatra looking at her cards. “So much heart in it—undeveloped recollections of a previous state of existence—and all that—which is so truly charming. Do you know,” simpered Cleopatra, reversing the knife of clubs, who had come into her game with his heels uppermost, “that if anything could tempt me to put a period to my life, it would be curiosity to find out what it’s all about, and what it means; there are so many provoking mysteries, really, that are hidden from us. Major, you to play!”

The Major played; and Mr. Dombey, looking on for his instruction, would soon have been in a state of dire confusion, but that he gave no attention to the game whatever, and sat wondering instead when Edith would come back.

She came at last, and sat down to her harp, and Mr. Dombey rose and stood beside her, listening. He had little taste for music, and no knowledge of the strain she played, but he saw her bending over it, and perhaps he heard among the sounding strings some distant music of his own, that tamed the monster of the iron road, and made it less inexorable.

Cleopatra had a sharp eye, verily, at picquet. It glistened like a bird’s, and did not fix itself upon the game, but pierced the room from end to end, and gleamed on harp, performer, listener, everything.

When the haughty beauty had concluded, she arose, and receiving Mr. Dombey’s thanks and compliments in exactly the same manner as before, went with scarcely any pause, to the piano, and began there.

Edith Granger, any song but that! Edith Granger, you are very handsome, and your touch upon the keys is brilliant, and your voice is deep and rich; but not the air that his neglected daughter sang to his dead son!

Alas he knows it not; and if he did, what air of hers would stir him,
rigid man! Sleep, lonely Florence, sleep! Peace in thy dreams, although the night has turned dark, and the clouds are gathering, and threaten to discharge themselves in hail!

CHAPTER XXII.

A TRIFLE OF MANAGEMENT BY MR. CARKER THE MANAGER.

Mr. Carker the Manager sat at his desk, smooth and soft as usual, reading those letters which were reserved for him to open, backing them occasionally with such memoranda and references as their business purport required, and parcelling them out into little heaps for distribution through the several departments of the House. The post had come in heavy that morning, and Mr. Carker the Manager had a good deal to do.

The general action of a man so engaged—pausing to look over a bundle of papers in his hand, dealing them round in various portions, taking up another bundle and examining its contents with knitted brows and pursed-out lips—dealing, and sorting, and pondering by turns—would easily suggest some whimsical resemblance to a player at cards. The face of Mr. Carker the Manager was in good keeping with such a fancy. It was the face of a man who studied his play, warily: who made himself master of all the strong and weak points of the game: who registered the cards in his mind as they fell about him, knew exactly what was on them, what they missed, and what they made: who was crafty to find out what the other players held, and who never betrayed his own hand.

The letters were in various languages, but Mr. Carker the Manager read them all. If there had been anything in the offices of Dombey and Son that he could not read, there would have been a card wanting in the pack. He read almost at a glance, and made combinations of one letter with another and one business with another as he went on, adding new matter to the heaps—much as a man would know the cards at sight, and work out their combinations in his mind after they were turned. Something too deep for a partner, and much too deep for an adversary, Mr. Carker the Manager sat in the rays of the sun that came down slanting on him through the skylight, playing his game alone.

And although it is not among the instincts wild or domestic of the cat tribe to play at cards, feline from sole to crown was Mr. Carker the Manager, as he basked in the strip of summer-light and warmth that shone upon his table and the ground as if they were a crooked dial-plate, and himself the only figure on it. With hair and whiskers deficient in colour at all times, but feebler than common in the rich sunshine, and more like the coat of a sandy tortoise-shell cat; with long nails, nicely pared and sharpened; with a natural antipathy to any speck of dirt, which made him pause sometimes and watch the falling motes of dust, and rub them off his smooth white hand or glossy linen: Mr. Carker the Manager, sly of manner, sharp of tooth, soft of foot, watchful of eye, oily of tongue, cruel of heart, nice of habit, sat with a dainty steadfastness and patience at his work, as if he were waiting at a mouse's hole.

At length the letters were disposed of, excepting one which he reserved
for a particular audience. Having locked the more confidential correspondence in a drawer, Mr. Carker the Manager rang his bell.

"Why do you answer it?" was his reception of his brother.

"The messenger is out, and I am the next," was the submissive reply.

"You are the next!" muttered the Manager. "Yes! Creditable to me! There!"

Pointing to the heaps of opened letters, he turned disdainfully away, in his elbow-chair, and broke the seal of that one which he held in his hand.

"I am sorry to trouble you, James," said the brother, gathering them up, "but --"

"Oh! You have something to say. I knew that. Well?"

Mr. Carker the Manager did not raise his eyes or turn them on his brother, but kept them on his letter, though without opening it.

"Well?" he repeated sharply.

"I am uneasy about Harriet."

"Harriet who? what Harriet? I know nobody of that name."

"She is not well, and has changed very much of late."

"She changed very much, a great many years ago," replied the Manager;

"and that is all I have to say."

"I think if you would hear me--"

"Why should I hear you, Brother John?" returned the Manager, laying a sarcastic emphasis on those two words, and throwing up his head, but not lifting his eyes. "I tell you, Harriet Carker made her choice many years ago between her two brothers. She may repent it, but she must abide by it."

"Don't mistake me. I do not say she does repent. It would be black ingratitude in me to hint at such a thing," returned the other. "Though believe me, James, I am as sorry for her sacrifice as you."

"As I?" exclaimed the Manager. "As I?"

"As sorry for her choice—for what you call her choice—as you are angry at it," said the Junior.

"Angry?" repeated the other, with a wide show of his teeth.

"Displeased. Whatever word you like best. You know my meaning. There is no offence in my intention."

"There is offence in everything you do," replied his brother, glancing at him with a sudden scowl, in which a moment gave place to a wider smile than the last. "Carry those papers away, if you please. I am busy."

His politeness was so much more cutting than his wrath, that the Junior went to the door. But stopping at it, and looking round, he said:

"When Harriet tried in vain to plead for me with you, on your first just indignation, and my first disgrace; and when she left you, James, to follow my broken fortunes, and devote herself, in her mistaken affection, to a ruined brother, because without her he had no one, and was lost; she was young and pretty. I think if you could see her now—if you would go and see her—she would move your admiration and compassion."

The Manager inclined his head, and showed his teeth, as who should say, in answer to some careless small-talk, "Dear me! Is that the case?" but said never a word.

"We thought in those days: you and I both: that she would marry young, and lead a happy and light-hearted life," pursued the other. "Oh
if you knew how cheerfully she cast those hopes away; how cheerfully she has gone forward on the path she took, and never once looked back; you never could say again that her name was strange in your ears. Never!"

Again the Manager inclined his head, and showed his teeth, and seemed to say, "Remarkable indeed! You quite surprise me!" And again he uttered not a word.

"May I go on?" said John Carker, mildly.

"On your way?" replied his smiling brother. "If you will have the goodness."

John Carker, with a sigh, was passing slowly out at the door, when his brother's voice detained him for a moment on the threshold.

"If she has gone, and goes, her own way cheerfully," he said, throwing the still unfolded letter on his desk, and putting his hand firmly in his pockets, "you may tell her that I go as cheerfully on mine. If she has never once looked back, you may tell her that I have, sometimes, to recall her taking part with you, and that my resolution is no easier to wear away;" he smiled very sweetly here; "than marble."

"I tell her nothing of you. We never speak about you. Once a year, on your birthday, Harriet says always, 'Let us remember James by name, and wish him happy,' but we say no more."

"Tell it then, if you please," returned the other, "to yourself. You can't repeat it too often, as a lesson to you to avoid the subject in speaking to me. I know no Harriet Carker. There is no such person. You may have a sister; make much of her. I have none."

Mr. Carker the Manager took up the letter again, and waved it with a smile of mock courtesy towards the door. Unfolding it as his brother withdrew, and looking darkly after him as he left the room, he once more turned round in his elbow-chair, and applied himself to a diligent perusal of its contents.

It was in the writing of his great chief, Mr. Dombey, and dated from Leamington. Though he was a quick reader of all other letters, Mr. Carker read this slowly: weighing the words as he went, and bringing every tooth in his head to bear upon them. When he had read it through once, he turned it over again, and picked out these passages. "I find myself benefited by the change, and am not yet inclined to name any time for my return. I wish, Carker, you would arrange to come down once and see me here, and let me know how things are going on, in person. 'I omitted to speak to you about young Gay. If not gone per Son and Heir, or if Son and Heir still lying in the Docks, appoint some other young man and keep him in the city for the present. I am not decided.' "Now that's unfortunate!" said Mr. Carker the Manager, expanding his mouth, as if it were made of India Rubber: "for he's far away!"

Still that passage, which was in a postscript, attracted his attention and his teeth, once more.

"I think," he said, "my good friend Captain Cuttle mentioned something about being towed along in the wake of that day. What a pity he's so far away!"

He refolded the letter, and was sitting trifling with it, standing it long-wise and broad-wise on his table, and turning it over and over on all sides — doing pretty much the same thing perhaps, by its contents — when Mr. Perch the messenger knocked softly at the door, and coming in on
tiptoe, bending his body at every step as if it were the delight of his life to bow, laid some papers on the table.

"Would you please to be engaged Sir?" asked Mr. Perch, rubbing his hands, and deferentially putting his head on one side, like a man who felt he had no business to hold it up in such a presence, and would keep it as much out of the way as possible.

"Who wants me?"

"Why Sir," said Mr. Perch, in a soft voice, "really nobody, Sir, to speak of at present. Mr. Gills the Ship's Instrument-maker Sir, has looked in, about a little matter of payment, he says; but I mentioned to him, Sir, that you was engaged several deep; several deep."

Mr. Perch coughed once behind his hand, and waited for further orders.

"Anybody else?"

"Well Sir," said Mr. Perch, "I wouldn't of my own self take the liberty of mentioning, Sir, that there was anybody else; but that same young lad that was here yesterday Sir, and last week, has been hanging about the place; and it looks Sir," added Mr. Perch, stopping to shut the door, "dreadful unbusiness-like to see him whistling to the sparrows down the court, and making of 'em answer him."

"You said he wanted something to do, didn't you Perch?" asked Mr. Carker, leaning back in his chair and looking at that officer.

"Why Sir," said Mr. Perch, coughing behind his hand again, "his expression certainly were that he was in wants of a situation, and that he considered something might be done for him about the Docks, being used to fishing with a rod and line: but—" Mr. Perch shook his head very dubiously indeed.

"What does he say when he comes?" asked Mr. Carker.

"Indeed Sir," said Mr. Perch, coughing another cough behind his hand, which was always his resource as an expression of humility when nothing else occurred to him, "his observation generally air that he would humbly wish to see one of the gentlemen, and that he wants to earn a living. But you see, Sir," added Perch, dropping his voice to a whisper, and turning, in the inviolable nature of his confidence, to give the door a thrust with his hand and knee, as if that would shut it any more when it was shut already, "it's hardly to be bore Sir that a common lad like that should come a prowling here, and saying that his mother nursed our House's young gentleman, and that he hopes our House will give him a chance on that account. I am sure Sir," observed Mr. Perch, "that although Mrs. Perch was at that time nursing as thriving a little girl Sir as we've ever took the liberty of adding to our family, I wouldn't have made so free as drop a hint of her being capable of imparting nourishment, not if it was ever so!"

Mr. Carker grinned at him like a shark, but in an absent thoughtful manner.

"Whether," submitted Mr. Perch, after a short silence, and another cough, "it mightn't be best for me to tell him, that if he was seen here any more he would be given into custody; and to keep to it! With respect to bodily fear," said Mr. Perch, "I'm so timid, myself, by nature Sir, and my nerves is so unstrung by Mrs. Perch's state, that I could take my affidavit easy."

"Let me see this fellow, Perch," said Mr. Carker. "Bring him in!"
“Yes Sir. Begging your pardon Sir,” said Mr. Perch, hesitating at the door, “he’s rough Sir, in appearance.”

“Never mind. If he’s there, bring him in. I’ll see Mr. Gills directly. Ask him to wait!”

Mr. Perch bowed; and shutting the door as precisely and carefully as if he were not coming back for a week, went on his quest among the sparrows in the court. While he was gone, Mr. Carker assumed his favourite attitude before the fire-place, and stood looking at the door; presenting, with his under lip tucked into the smile that showed his whole row of upper teeth, a singularly crouching appearance.

The messenger was not long in returning; followed by a pair of heavy boots that came bumping along the passage like boxes. With the uncenemous words “Come along with you!”—a very unusual form of introduction from his lips—Mr. Perch then ushered into the presence a strong-built lad of fifteen, with a round red face, a round sleek head, round black eyes, round limbs, and round body, who, to carry out the general rotundity of his appearance, had a round hat in his hand, without a particle of brim to it.

Obedient to a nod from Mr. Carker, Perch had no sooner confronted the visitor with that gentleman than he withdrew. The moment they were face to face alone, Mr. Carker, without a word of preparation, took him by the throat, and shook him until his head seemed loose upon his shoulders.

The boy, who in the midst of his astonishment could not help staring wildly at the gentleman with so many white teeth who was choking him, and at the office walls, as though determined, if he were choked, that his last look should be at the mysteries for his intrusion into which he was paying such a severe penalty, at last contrived to utter—

“Come Sir! You let me alone, will you!”

“Let you alone!” said Mr. Carker. “What! I have got you, have I?”

There was no doubt of that, and tightly too. “You dog,” said Mr. Carker, through his set jaws, “I’ll strangle you!”

Biler whimpered, would he though? oh no he wouldn’t—and what was he doing of—and why didn’t he strangle somebody of his own size and not him: but Biler was quelled by the extraordinary nature of his reception, and, as his head became stationary, and he looked the gentleman in the face, or rather in the teeth, and saw him snarling at him, he so far forgot his manhood as to cry.

“I haven’t done nothing to you Sir,” said Biler, otherwise Rob, otherwise Grinder, and always Toodle.

“You young scoundrel!” replied Mr. Carker, slowly releasing him, and moving back a step into his favourite position. “What do you mean by daring to come here?”

“I didn’t mean no harm Sir,” whimpered Rob, putting one hand to his throat, and the knuckles of the other to his eyes. “I’ll never come again Sir. I only wanted work.”

“Work, young Cain that you are!” repeated Mr. Carker, eyeing him narrowly. “An’t you the idliest vagabond in London?”

The impeachment, while it much affected Mr. Toodle Junior, attached to his character so justly, that he could not say a word in denial. He stood looking at the gentleman, therefore, with a frightened, self-convicted, and remorseful air. As to his looking at him, it may be observed that he was fascinated by Mr. Carker and never took his round eyes off him for an instant.
"An't you a thief?" said Mr. Carker, with his hands behind him in his pockets.


"You are!" said Mr. Carker.

"I an't indeed Sir," whimpered Rob. "I never did such a thing as thieve Sir, if you'll believe me. I know I've been a going wrong Sir, ever since I took to bird-catching and walking-matching. I'm sure a cove might think," said Mr. Toodle Junior, with a burst of peniten, "that singing birds was innocent company, but nobody knows what harm is in them little creatures and what they brings you down to."

They seemed to have brought him down to a velveteen jacket and trousers very much the worse for wear, a particularly small red waistcoat like a gorget, an interval of blue check, and the hat before mentioned.

"I an't been home twenty times since them birds got their will of me," said Rob, "and that's ten months. How can I go home when everybody's miserable to see me! I wonder," said Biler, blubbering outright, and smearing his eyes with his coat-cuff, "that I haven't been and drowned myself over and over again."

All of which, including his expression of surprise at not having achieved this last scarce performance, the boy said, just as if the teeth of Mr. Carker drew it out of him, and he had no power of concealing anything with that battery of attraction in full play.

"You're a nice young gentleman!" said Mr. Carker, shaking his head at him. "There's hemp-seed sown for you, my fine fellow!"

"I'm sure Sir," returned the wretched Biler, blubbering again, and again having recourse to his coat-cuff: "I shouldn't care, sometimes, if it was grewed too. My misfortunes all begun in wagging, Sir; but what could I do, exceptin' wag?"

"Excepting what?" said Mr. Carker.

"Wag, Sir. Wagging from school."

"Do you mean pretending to go there, and not going?" said Mr. Carker.

"Yes, Sir, that's wagging, Sir," returned the quondam Grinder, much affected. I was chivied through the streets, Sir, when I went there, and pounded when I got there. So I wagged, and hid myself, and that began it."

"And you mean to tell me," said Mr. Carker, taking him by the throat again, holding him out at arm's-length, and surveying him in silence for some moments, "that you want a place, do you?"

"I should be thankful to be tried, Sir," returned Toodle Junior, faintly.

Mr. Carker the Manager pushed him backward into a corner—the boy submitting quietly, hardly venturing to breathe, and never once removing his eyes from his face—and rang the bell.

"Tell Mr. Gills to come here."

Mr. Perch was too deferential to express surprise or recognition of the figure in the corner: and Uncle Sol appeared immediately.

"Mr. Gills!" said Carker, with a smile, "sit down. How do you do? You continue to enjoy your health, I hope?"

"Thank you, Sir," returned Uncle Sol, taking out his pocket-book, and handing over some notes as he spoke. "Nothing ails me in body but old age. Twenty-five, Sir.

"You are as punctual and exact, Mr. Gills," replied the smiling
Manager, taking a paper from one of his many drawers, and making an endorsement on it, while Uncle Sol looked over him, “as one of your own chronometers. Quite right.”

“The Son and Heir has not been spoken, I find by the list, Sir,” said Uncle Sol, with a slight addition to the usual tremor in his voice.

“The Son and Heir has not been spoken,” returned Carker. “There seems to have been tempestuous weather, Mr. Gills, and she has probably been driven out of her course.”

“She is safe, I trust in Heaven!” said old Sol.

“She is safe, I trust in Heaven!” assented Mr. Carker in that voiceless manner of his: which made the observant young Toodle tremble again. “Mr. Gills,” he added aloud, throwing himself back in his chair, “you must miss your nephew very much?”

Uncle Sol, standing by him, shook his head and heaved a deep sigh.

“Mr. Gills,” said Carker, with his soft hand playing round his mouth, and looking up into the Instrument-maker’s face, “it would be company to you to have a young fellow in your shop just now, and it would be obliging me if you would give one house-room for the present. No, to be sure,” he added quickly, in anticipation of what the old man was going to say, “there’s not much business doing there, I know; but you can make him clean the place out, polish up the instruments; drudge, Mr. Gills. That’s the lad!”

Sol Gills pulled down his spectacles from his forehead to his eyes, and looked at Toodle Junior standing upright in the corner: his head presenting the appearance (which it always did) of having been newly drawn out of a bucket of cold water; his small waistcoat rising and falling quickly in the play of his emotions; and his eyes intently fixed on Mr. Carker, without the least reference to his proposed master.

“Will you give him house-room, Mr. Gills?” said the Manager.

Old Sol, without being quite enthusiastic on the subject, replied that he was glad of any opportunity, however slight, to oblige Mr. Carker, whose wish on such a point was a command: and that the Wooden Midshipman would consider himself happy to receive in his berth any visitor of Mr. Carker’s selecting.

Mr. Carker bared himself to the tops and bottoms of his gums: making the watchful Toodle Junior tremble more and more: and acknowledged the Instrument-maker’s politeness in his most affable manner.

“I’ll dispose of him so, then, Mr. Gills,” he answered, rising, and shaking the old man by the hand, “until I make up my mind what to do with him, and what he deserves. As I consider myself responsible for him, Mr. Gills,” here he smiled a wide smile at Rob, who shook before it: “I shall be glad if you’ll look sharply after him, and report his behaviour to me. I’ll ask a question or two of his parents as I ride home this afternoon—respectable people—to confirm some particulars in his own account of himself; and that done, Mr. Gills, I’ll send him round to you to-morrow morning. Good b’ye!”

His smile at parting was so full of teeth, that it confused old Sol, and made him vaguely uncomfortable. He went home, thinking of raging seas, foundering ships, drowning men, an ancient bottle of Madeira never brought to light, and other dismal matter.

“Now, boy!” said Mr. Carker, putting his hand on young Toodle’s
shoulder, and bringing him out into the middle of the room. "You have heard me?"

Rob said "Yes, Sir."

"Perhaps you understand," pursued his patron, "that if you ever deceive or play tricks with me, you had better have drowned yourself; indeed, once for all, before you came here?"

There was nothing in any branch of mental acquisition that Rob seemed to understand better than that.

"If you have lied to me," said Mr. Carker, "in anything, never come in my way again. If not, you may let me find you waiting for me somewhere near your mother's house this afternoon. I shall leave this at five o'clock, and ride there on horseback. Now, give me the address."

Rob repeated it slowly, as Mr. Carker wrote it down. Rob even spelt it over a second time, letter by letter, as if he thought that the omission of a dot or scrabble would lead to his destruction. Mr. Carker then handed him out of the room; and Rob, keeping his round eyes fixed upon his patron to the last, vanished for the time being.

Mr. Carker the Manager did a great deal of business in the course of the day, and bestowed his teeth upon a great many people. In the office, in the court, in the street, and on 'Change, they glistened and bristled to a terrible extent. Five o'clock arriving, and with it Mr. Carker's bay horse, they got on horseback, and went gleaming up Cheapside.

As no one can easily ride fast, even if inclined to do so, through the press and throng of the city at that hour, and as Mr. Carker was not inclined, he went leisurely along, picking his way among the carts and carriages, avoiding whenever he could the wetter and more dirty places in the over-watered road, and taking infinite pains to keep himself and his steed clean. Glancing at the passers-by while he was thus ambling on his way, he suddenly encountered the round eyes of the sleek-headed Rob intently fixed upon his face as if they had never been taken off, while the boy himself, with a pocket-handkerchief twisted up like a speckled eel and girded round his waist, made a very conspicuous demonstration of being prepared to attend upon him, at whatever pace he might think proper to go.

This attention, however flattering, being one of an unusual kind, and attracting some notice from the other passengers, Mr. Carker took advantage of a clearer thoroughfare and a cleaner road, and broke into a trot. Rob immediately did the same. Mr. Carker presently tried a canter; Rob was still in attendance. Then a short gallop; it was all to one's eye. Whenever Mr. Carker turned his eyes to that side of the road, he still saw Toodle Junior holding his course, apparently without distress, and working himself along by the elbows after the most approved manner of professional gentlemen who get over the ground for wages.

Ridiculous as this attendance was, it was a sign of an influence established over the boy, and therefore Mr. Carker, affecting not to notice it, rode away into the neighbourhood of Mr. Toodle's house. On his slackening his pace here, Rob appeared before him to point out the turnings; and when he called to a man at a neighbouring gateway to hold his horse, pending his visit to the Buildings that had succeeded Stagg's Gardens, Rob dutifully held the stirrup, while the Manager dismounted.

"Now, Sir," said Mr. Carker, taking him by the shoulder, "come along!"

The prodigal son was evidently nervous of visiting the parental abode;
but Mr. Carker, pushing him on before, he had nothing for it but to open the right door, and suffer himself to be walked into the midst of his brothers and sisters, mustered in overwhelming force round the family tea-table. At sight of the prodigal in the grasp of a stranger, these tender relations united in a general howl, which smote upon the prodigal's breast so sharply when he saw his mother stand up among them, pale and trembling with the baby in her arms, that he lent his own voice to the chorus.

Nothing doubting now that the stranger, if not Mr. Ketch in person, was one of that company, the whole of the young family wailed the louder, while its more infantine members, unable to control the transports of emotion appertaining to their time of life, threw themselves on their backs like young birds when terrified by a hawk, and kicked violently. At length, poor Polly making herself audible, said, with quivering lips, "Oh Rob, my poor boy, what have you done at last!"

"Nothing mother," cried Rob, in a piteous voice, "ask the gentleman!"

"Don't be alarmed," said Mr. Carker, "I want to do him good."

At this announcement, Polly, who had not cried yet, began to do so. The elder Toodles, who appeared to have been meditating a rescue, unclenched their fists. The younger Toodles clustered round their mother's gown, and peeped from under their own chubby arms at their desperado brother and his unknown friend. Everybody blessed the gentleman with the beautiful teeth, who wanted to do good.

"This fellow," said Mr. Carker to Polly, giving him a gentle shake, "is your son, eh Ma'am?"

"Yes Sir," sobbed Polly, with a curtsey; "yes Sir."

"A bad son, I am afraid?" said Mr. Carker.

"Never a bad son to me Sir," returned Polly.

"To whom then?" demanded Mr. Carker.

"He has been a little wild Sir," replied Polly, checking the baby, who was making convulsive efforts with his arms and legs to launch himself on Biler, through the ambient air, "and has gone with wrong companions; but I hope he has seen the misery of that Sir, and will do well again."

Mr. Carker looked at Polly, and the clean room, and the clean children, and the simple Toodle face, combined of father and mother, that was reflected and repeated everywhere about him: and seemed to have achieved the real purpose of his visit.

"Your husband, I take it, is not at home?" he said.

"No Sir, replied Polly. "He's down the line at present."

The prodigal Rob, seemed very much relieved to hear it: though, still in the absorption of all his faculties in his patron, he hardly took his eyes from Mr. Carker's face, unless for a moment at a time to steal a sorrowful glance at his mother.

"Then," said Mr. Carker, "I'll tell you how I have stumbled on this boy of yours, and who I am, and what I am going to do for him."

This Mr. Carker did, in his own way: saying that he at first intended to have accumulated nameless terrors on his presumptuous head, for coming to the whereabouts of Dombey-and-Son. That he had relented, in consideration of his youth, his professed contrition, and his friends. That he was afraid he took a rash step in doing anything for the boy, and one that might expose him to the censure of the prudent; but that he did it of himself and for himself, and risked the consequences single-handed; and
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that his mother’s past connection with Mr. Dombey’s family had nothing
to do with it, and that Mr. Dombey had nothing to do with it, but that
he, Mr. Carker, was the be-all, and the end-all of this business. Taking
great credit to himself for his goodness, and receiving no less from all the
family then present, Mr. Carker signified, indirectly but still pretty plainly,
that Rob’s implicit fidelity, attachment, and devotion, were for evermore
his due, and the least homage he could receive. And with this great truth
Rob himself was so impressed, that, standing gazing on his patron with
tears rolling down his cheeks, he nodded his shiny head until it seemed
almost as loose as it had done under the same patron’s hands that morning.

Polly, who had passed Heaven knows how many sleepless nights on
account of this her dissipated firstborn, and had not seen him for weeks
and weeks, could have almost kneeled to Mr. Carker the Manager, as to a
Good Spirit—in spite of his teeth. But Mr. Carker rising to depart, she only
thanked him with her mother’s prayers and blessings; thanks so rich when
paid out of the Heart’s mint, especially for any service Mr. Carker had ren-
dered, that he might have given back a large amount of change, and yet
been overpaid.

As that gentleman made his way among the crowding children to the
door, Rob retreated on his mother, and took her and the baby in the same
repentant hug.

"I’ll try hard, dear mother, now. Upon my soul I will!" said Rob.

"Oh do, my dear boy! I am sure you will, for our sakes and your
own!" cried Polly, kissing him. "But you’re coming back to speak to
me, when you have seen the gentleman away?"

"I don’t know, mother," Rob hesitated, and looked down. "Father
—when’s he coming home?"

"Not till two o’clock to-morrow morning."

"I’ll come back, mother dear!" cried Rob. And passing through the
shrill cry of his brothers and sisters in reception of this promise, he fol-
lowed Mr. Carker out.

"What!" said Mr. Carker, who had heard this. "You have a bad
father, have you?"

"No Sir!" returned Rob, amazed. "There ain’t a better nor a kinder
father going, than mine is."

"Why don’t you want to see him then?" inquired his patron.

"There’s such a difference between a father and a mother Sir," said
Rob, after faltering for a moment. "He couldn’t hardly believe yet that
I was going to do better—though I know he’d try to—but a mother—
she always believes what’s good, Sir; at least I know my mother does,
God bless her!"

Mr. Carker’s mouth expanded, but he said no more until he was
mounted on his horse, and had dismissed the man who held it, when, look-
ing down from the saddle steadily into the attentive and watchful face of
the boy, he said:

"You’ll come to me to-morrow morning, and you shall be shown where
that old gentleman lives; that old gentleman who was with me this morn-
ing; where you are going, as you heard me say."

"Yes Sir," returned Rob.

"I have a great interest in that old gentleman, and in serving him, you
serve me, boy, do you understand? Well," he added, interrupting him,
for he saw his round face brighten when he was told that: "I see you do. I want to know all about that old gentleman, and how he goes on from day to day—for I am anxious to be of service to him—and especially who comes there to see him. Do you understand?"

Rob nodded his stedfast face, and said, "Yes Sir," again.

"I should like to know that he has friends who are attentive to him, and that they don't desert him—for he lives very much alone now, poor fellow; but that they are fond of him, and of his nephew who has gone abroad. There is a very young lady who may perhaps come to see him. I want particularly to know all about her."

"I'll take care Sir," said the boy.

"And take care," returned his patron, bending forward to advance his grinning face closer to the boy's, and pat him on the shoulder with the handle of his whip: "take care you talk about affairs of mine to nobody but me."

"To nobody in the world Sir," replied Rob, shaking his head.

"Neither there," said Mr. Carker, pointing to the place they had just left, "nor anywhere else. I'll try how true and grateful you can be. I'll prove you!" Making this, by his display of teeth and by the action of his head, as much a threat as a promise, he turned from Rob's eyes, which were nailed upon him as if he had won the boy by a charm, body and soul, and rode away. But again becoming conscious, after trotting a short distance, that his devoted henchman, girt as before, was yielding him the same attendance, to the great amusement of sundry spectators, he reined up, and ordered him off. To insure his obedience, he turned in the saddle and watched him as he retired. It was curious to see that even then Rob could not keep his eyes wholly averted from his patron's face, but, constantly turning and turning again to look after him, involved himself in a tempest of buffetings and jostlings from the other passengers in the street: of which, in the pursuit of the one paramount idea, he was perfectly heedless.

Mr. Carker the Manager rode on at a foot pace, with the easy air of one who had performed all the business of the day in a satisfactory manner, and got it comfortably off his mind. Complacent and affable as man could be, Mr. Carker picked his way along the streets and hummed a soft tune as he went. He seemed to purr: he was so glad.

And in some sort, Mr. Carker, in his fancy, basked upon a hearth too. Coiled up snugly at certain feet, he was ready for a spring, or for a tear, or for a scratch, or for a velvet touch, as the humour took him and occasion served. Was there any bird in a cage, that came in for a share of his regards? "A very young lady!" thought Mr. Carker the Manager, through his song. "Aye! when I saw her last, she was a little child. With dark eyes and hair, I recollect, and a good face; a very good face! I dare say she's pretty."

More affable and pleasant yet, and humming his song until his many teeth vibrated to it, Mr. Carker picked his way along, and turned at last into the shady street where Mr. Dombey's house stood. He had been so busy, winding webs round good faces, and obscuring them with meshes, that he hardly thought of being at this point of his ride, until, glancing down the cold perspective of tall houses, he reined in his horse quickly within a few yards of the door. But to explain why Mr. Carker reined in his horse quickly, and what he looked at in no small surprise, a few digressive words are necessary.
Mr. Toots, emancipated from the Blimber thraldom and coming into the possession of a certain portion of his worldly wealth, "which," as he had been wont, during his last half-year's probation, to communicate to Mr. Feeder every evening as a new discovery, "the executors couldn't keep him out off," had applied himself, with great diligence, to the science of Life. Fired with a noble emulation to pursue a brilliant and distinguished career, Mr. Toots had furnished a choice set of apartments; had established among them a sporting bower, embellished with the portraits of winning horses, in which he took no particle of interest; and a divan, which made him poorly. In this delicious abode, Mr. Toots devoted himself to the cultivation of those gentle arts which refine and humanise existence, his chief instructor in which was an interesting character called the Game Chicken, who was always to be heard of at the bar of the Black Badger, wore a shaggy white great-coat in the warmest weather, and knocked Mr. Toots about the head three times a week, for the small consideration of ten and six per visit.

The Game Chicken, who was quite the Apollo of Mr. Toots's Pantheon, had introduced to him a marker who taught billiards, a Life Guard who taught fencing, a job-master who taught riding, a Cornish gentleman who was up to anything in the athletic line, and two or three other friends connected no less intimately with the fine arts. Under whose auspices Mr. Toots could hardly fail to improve apace, and under whose tuition he went to work.

But however it came about, it came to pass, even while these gentlemen had the gloss of novelty upon them, that Mr. Toots felt, he didn't know how, unsettled and uneasy. There were husks in his corn, that even Game Chickens couldn't peck up; gloomy giants in his leisure, that even Game Chickens couldn't knock down. Nothing seemed to do Mr. Toots so much good as incessantly leaving cards at Mr. Dombey's door. No tax-gatherer in the British Dominions—that wide-spread territory on which the sun never sets, and where the tax-gatherer never goes to bed—was more regular and persevering in his calls than Mr. Toots.

Mr. Toots never went upstairs; and always performed the same ceremonies, richly dressed for the purpose, at the hall door.

"Oh! Good morning!" would be Mr. Toots's first remark to the servant. "For Mr. Dombey," would be Mr. Toots's next remark, as he handed in a card. "For Miss Dombey," would be his next, as he handed in another.

Mr. Toots would then turn round as if to go away; but the man knew him by this time, and knew he wouldn't.

"Oh, I beg your pardon," Mr. Toots would say, as if a thought had suddenly descended on him. "Is the young woman at home?"

The man would rather think she was, but wouldn't quite know. Then he would ring a bell that rang upstairs, and would look up the staircase, and would say, yes she was at home, and was coming down. Then Miss Nipper would appear, and the man would retire.

"Oh! How do you do?" Mr. Toots would say, with a chuckle and a blush.

Susan would thank him, and say she was very well.

"How's Diogenes going on?" would be Mr. Toots's second interrogation.
Very well indeed. Miss Florence was fonder and fonder of him every
day. Mr. Toots was sure to hail this with a burst of chuckles, like the
opening of a bottle of some effervescent beverage.

"Miss Florence is quite well, Sir," Susan would add.

"Oh, it's of no consequence, thank'ce," was the invariable reply of
Mr. Toots; and when he had said so, he always went away fast.

Now it is certain that Mr. Toots had a filmy something in his mind,
which led him to conclude that if he could aspire successfully, in the fulness
of time, to the hand of Florence, he would be fortunate and blest. It is
certain that Mr. Toots, by some remote and roundabout road, had got to
that point, and that there he made a stand. His heart was wounded; he
was touched; he was in love. He had made a desperate attempt, one
night, and had sat up all night for the purpose, to write an acrostic on
Florence, which affected him to tears in the conception. But he never
proceeded in the execution further than the words "For when I gaze,"—
the flow of imagination in which he had previously written down the
initial letters of the other seven lines, deserting him at that point.

Beyond devising that very artful and politic measure of leaving a card for
Mr. Dombev daily, the brain of Mr. Toots had not worked much in reference
to the subject that held his feelings prisoner. But deep consideration
at length assured Mr. Toots that an important step to gain, was, the con-
iciliation of Miss Susan Nipper, preparatory to giving her some inkling of
his state of mind.

A little light and playful gallantry towards this lady seemed the means
to employ in that early chapter of the history, for winning her to his
interests. Not being able quite to make up his mind about it, he consulted
the Chicken—without taking that gentleman into his confidence; merely
informing him that a friend in Yorkshire had written to him (Mr. Toots)
for his opinion on such a question. The Chicken replying that his opinion
always was, "Go in and win," and, further, "When your man's before
you and your work cut out, go in and do it," Mr. Toots considered this
a figurative way of supporting his own view of the case, and heroically
resolved to kiss Miss Nipper next day.

Upon the next day, therefore, Mr. Toots, putting into requisition some
of the greatest marvels that Burgess and Co. had ever turned out, went off
to Mr. Dombev's upon this design. But his heart failed him so much as
he approached the scene of action, that, although he arrived on the ground
at three o'clock in the afternoon, it was six before he knocked at the door.

Everything happened as usual, down to the point when Susan said her
young mistress was well, and Mr. Toots said it was of no consequence.
To her amazement, Mr. Toots, instead of going off, like a rocket, after that
observation, lingered and chuckled.

"Perhaps you'd like to walk up stairs, Sir?" said Susan.

"Well, I think I will come in!" said Mr. Toots.

But instead of walking up stairs, the bold Toots made an awkward
plunge at Susan when the door was shut, and embracing that fair creature,
kissed her on the cheek.

"Go along with you!" cried Susan, "or I'll tear your eyes out."

"Just another!" said Mr. Toots.

"Go along with you!" exclaimed Susan, giving him a push. "Inno-
cents like you, too! Who'll begin next! Go along, Sir!"
Susan was not in any serious strait, for she could hardly speak for laughing; but Diogenes, on the staircase, hearing a rustling against the wall, and a shuffling of feet, and seeing through the bannisters that there was some contention going on, and foreign invasion in the house, formed a different opinion, dashed down to the rescue, and in the twinkling of an eye had Mr. Toots by the leg.

Susan screamed, laughed, opened the street-door, and ran down stairs; the bold Toots tumbled staggering out into the street, with Diogenes holding on to one leg of his pantaloons, as if Burgess and Co. were his cooks, and had provided that dainty morsel for his holiday entertainment; Diogenes shaken off, rolled over and over in the dust, got up again, whirled round the giddy Toots and snapped at him: and all this turmoil, Mr. Carker, reining up his horse and sitting at a little distance, saw, to his amazement, issue from the stately house of Mr. Dombey.

Mr. Carker remained watching the discomfited Toots, when Diogenes was called in, and the door shut: and while that gentleman, taking refuge in a doorway near at hand, bound up the torn leg of his pantaloons with a costly silk handkerchief that had formed part of his expensive outfit for the adventure.

"I beg your pardon, Sir," said Mr. Carker, riding up, with his most propitiatory smile. "I hope you are not hurt?"

"Oh no, thank you," replied Mr. Toots, raising his flushed face, "it's of no consequence." Mr. Toots would have signified, if he could, that he liked it very much.

"If the dog's teeth have entered the leg, Sir—" began Carker, with a display of his own.

"No, thank you," said Mr. Toots, "it's all quite right. It's very comfortable, thank you."

"I have the pleasure of knowing Mr. Dombey," observed Carker.

"Have you though?" rejoined the blushing Toots.

"And you will allow me, perhaps, to apologise, in his absence," said Mr. Carker, taking off his hat, "for such a misadventure, and to wonder how it can possibly have happened."

Mr. Toots is so much gratified by this politeness, and the lucky chance of making friends with a friend of Mr. Dombey, that he pulls out his card-case, which he never loses an opportunity of using, and hands his name and address to Mr. Carker: who responds to that courtesy by giving him his own, and with that they part.

As Mr. Carker picks his way so softly past the house, glancing up at the windows, and trying to make out the pensive face behind the curtain looking at the children opposite, the rough head of Diogenes comes clambering up close by it, and the dog, regardless of all soothing, barks and growls, and makes at him from that height, as if he would spring down and tear him limb from limb.

Well spoken, Di, so near your mistress! Another, and another with your head up, your eyes flashing, and your vexed mouth worrying itself, for want of him! Another, as he picks his way along! You have a good scent, Di,—cats, boy, cats!
HEATH'S ILLUSTRATED NEW TESTAMENT.

This day is published, the First Part of
A NEW EDITION
OF
THE NEW TESTAMENT
EMBELLISHED WITH
A Series of Beautiful Illustrations,
AND EACH PAGE SURROUNDED BY
AN ELABORATE DECORATIVE BORDER,
DRAWN BY THE FIRST ARTISTS,
And Engraved in the highest style of the Art on Wood,
UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF MR. CHARLES HEATH

To be continued Monthly, and comprised in about Thirty Parts, elegantly printed in Small Folio, Price Two Shillings; or on Large Paper, Price Three Shillings each.

THE present Era of the World of Books may not inaptly be termed the Pictorial. Scarcely a Work issues from the press wherein the eye of the reader is not sought to be instructed and gratified as well as the mind, and the arts of design are continually taxed to produce novel and pleasing effects in Book embellishment. Amidst the consequent general and strenuous emulation, the boast of having surpassed every previous display, and attained the highest point of excellence, has been so often repeated, that considerable scepticism, as to all such pretensions, has naturally
enough become the prevailing disposition of the public mind. But the Proprietors of "HEATH'S ILLUSTRATED NEW TESTAMENT" are convinced that their Work, from the completely original and peculiar style of its Embellishment, will be admitted to far excel any similar Publication that has yet been issued from the English Press.

To the Bible, Pictorial Art is indebted for its noblest inspirations; its highest achievements have been wrought in the service of the sanctuary. The Proprietors of the present Work will devote their utmost exertions to the becoming embellishment of the Sacred Volume; they will not be content with any thing below the highest standard in each department of art employed on it, whether imaginative or mechanical, so as to produce a Work of unexampled beauty.

Five Hundred Borders of surpassing beauty, each generally illustrative of the Text enclosed, will ornament the Work. In addition, there will be between Two and Three Hundred Vignettes, embodying all the most prominent subjects in the New Testament. These will be mostly from original designs, but will also include some of the finest specimens of the Ancient and Modern Schools, thus making the Work a complete Gallery of Scriptural Subjects. The aid of the best artists in London and Paris has been secured; and as nearly a dozen numbers are already printed or ready for the press, no interruption can occur in the regular publication of the Work.

**Specimens of the Work may be seen at all Booksellers.**

**LONDON: CHAPMAN AND HALL, 186, STRAND;**
**EDINBURGH, JOHN MENZIES; DUBLIN, CUMMING AND FERGUSON;**
**GLASGOW, JAMES MACLEOD; PARIS, H. MANDEVILLE.**
SHARPE'S CORRESPONDING MAPS.

THIS DAY IS PUBLISHED,

To be completed in 27 Monthly Parts, each containing Two Maps in a Wrapper,
Price EIGHT-PENCE Plain, or ONE SHILLING Coloured,

PART I. OF A

Series of Modern Maps

CONSTRUCTED UPON A SYSTEM OF SCALE AND PROPORTION,

FROM THE MOST RECENT AUTHORITIES,

By JOHN SHARPE,

AND ENGRAVED ON STEEL BY J. WILSON LOWRY.

The object aimed at by the Proprietors of this undertaking is to produce a Series of Maps which shall combine at once new and important means of facilitating geographical study with just accuracy and skilful execution, at an unexampled lowness of price. Nothing superfluous will be admitted into the collection, to the needless increase of its cost, nor will any thing be omitted, the absence of which would impair its general utility. The result, it is confidently expected, will be a Work available for all purposes of general reference, complete in character, comprehensive in scope, and compact in form—accomplishing by its peculiar plan of construction effects of great practical value, never before attempted; and so cheap as to be within the means of every one who desires to possess an Atlas.

The extreme cheapness of this series will be best understood by contrasting it with some well-known example, such as the admirable Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. It will be equal of them in fulness, accuracy, quality of paper, and neatness of execution; whilst it will be larger in size, and the price per sheet will be cheaper by one-third.

The term "Corresponding Maps" is applied to indicate that uniformity of scale by which they are distinguished from those of every other collection. If we open any Atlas extant, we shall find in it almost as great a diversity of scales as of maps; the latter, therefore, are so contradictory as to admit of no direct comparison with each other, either as to the linear or superficial dimensions they respectively represent. Questions affecting these matters can thus be solved only by means of tedious arithmetical calculations in each separate case; and, after all, the information so obtained is wanting in force, fulness, and precision. The eye does not seize it at a glance, nor does it impress itself in vivid and simple characters on the memory. Great difference between Continents and States must prevail, but if the subject is examined, it will be seen that a change of scale in the case of each
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individual map, as always has been the practice, is neither necessary nor useful. The leading purpose of the Work is to place the Maps more efficiently in correspondence with each other by limiting the number of differential scales. They are here reduced from about fifty to the inconsiderable number of four; the sheets of each series, just like the several parts of a single map, speaking one and the same language to the eye, and being capable of direct admeasurement one with the other.

The Proprietors pledge themselves to complete the Series in Fifty-four Maps—18¾ inches by 14¾ inches—of which a list is appended; and from the progress already made in the engraving of the plates, the regular appearance of the numbers can be guaranteed.

LIST OF THE MAPS.

1. The World—Western Hemisphere
2. The World—Eastern Hemisphere
3. The World—Mercator's Projection
4. Europe, with the Mediterranean
5. Great Britain and Ireland
6. England and Wales—Railway Map, North
7. England and Wales—Railway Map, South
8. Scotland
9. Ireland
10. France—Belgium—Switzerland
11. Belgium and Holland
12. Prussia, Holland, and the German States
13. Switzerland
14. Austrian Empire
15. Turkey and Greece
16. Greece
17. Italy
18. Spain and Portugal
19. Northern Sweden and Frontier of Russia
20. Denmark, Sweden, and Russia on the Baltic
21. Western Russia, from the Baltic to the Euxine
22. Russia on the Euxine
23. Russia at the Caucasus
24. Russia in Europe
25. Northern Asia— Asiatic Russia
26. South Western Asia—Overland to India
27. South Eastern Asia—Birmah, China, and Japan
28. Australia and New Zealand
29. Egypt and Arabia Petrae
30. Nubia and Abyssinia to Babel Mandeb Strait
31. Asia Minor
32. Syria, and the Turkish Provinces to the Persian Gulf
33. Western Persia
34. Eastern Persia
35. Afghanistan and the Punjab
36. Beloochistan and Scinde
37. Central India
38. The Carnatic
39. Bengal, &c.
40. India—General Map
41. North Africa
42. South Africa
43. British North America
44. Central America
45. United States—General Map
46. United States—North East
47. United States—South East
48. United States—South West
49. Jamaica and Leeward and Windward Islands
50. Mexico and Guatemala
51. South America
52. Columbian and Peruvian Republics, and Western Brazil
53. La Plata, Chili, and Southern Brazil
54. Eastern Brazil

PART I. contains GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—FRANCE.

" II. 4 will contain ENGLAND AND WALES, WITH RAILWAYS, Two Sheets.

" III. " SCOTLAND—IRELAND.

" IV. " BELGIUM AND HOLLAND—PRUSSIA AND THE GERMAN STATES.

For Commercial Purposes, and for General Diffusion in Public, National, and other Schools, the Maps will be sold in separate Sheets, at FOURPENCE each plain, or SIXPENCE coloured.

LONDON: CHAPMAN AND HALL, 186, STRAND.

JOHN MENZIES, EDINBURGH; CUMMING AND FERGUSON, DUBLIN.

JAMES MACLEOD, GLASGOW.
FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, & FIRE IRONS.

The LARGEST ASSORTMENT of STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES, and FENDERS, as well as General Ironmongery in the world, is now on sale at WILLIAM S. BURTON'S (late RIPPPON and BURTON'S) extensive warehouses. Bright Steel Fenders, to 4 feet; from 3½s. each; ditto ditto, with or-molu ornaments, from 60s.; rich bronzed scroll ditto, with steel bar, 10s. 6d.; iron fenders, 3 feet, 4s. 6d.; 4 feet, 6s.; ditto bronzed, and fitted with standards, 3 feet, 9s.; 4 feet, 11s.; wrought iron kitchen fenders, 3 feet, 4s. 6d.; 4 feet, 6s.; bright register stoves, with bronzed ornaments, and two sets of bars, from 90s.; ditto ditto, with or-molu ornaments, from 110s.; black dining-room register stoves, 2 feet, 18s.; 3 feet, 27s.; bed-room register stoves, 2 feet, 16s.; 3 feet, 24s. The new economical thermio stove, with fender and radiating hearth-plate, from 6½; fire-irons for chambers, 1s. 9d. per set; handsome ditto, with cut heads, 6s. 6d.; newest pattern, with elegant bronzed heads, 11s. A variety of fire-irons, with or-molu and richly cut heads, at proportionate prices. Any article in the Furnishing Ironmongery, 30 per cent. under any other house. The money returned for every article not approved of. Detailed Catalogues with engravings, sent (per post) free.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.

The high estimate formed by the public during the ten years WILLIAM S. BURTON'S (late RIPPPON and BURTON'S) chemically-purified material has been before it (made into every useful and ornamental article usually made in silver, possessing, as it does, the characteristic purity and durability of silver), has called into existence the deleterious compounds of "Albata Plate," "Berlin Silver," and other so-called substitutes; they are at best but bad imitations of the genuine articles manufactured and sold only by him.

NICKEL ELECTRO-PLATED.

The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced and made only by WILLIAM S. BURTON, (late RIPPPON and BURTON'S), when plates by the patent process of Messrs. Elkington and Company, is beyond all comparison the very best article, next to sterling silver, that can be employed as such, either usefully or ornamentally. In the lengthened and increasing popularity of the material itself, and the high character of the method of plating, the public have a guarantee that the articles sold by W. S. BURTON (and by him only) are, as it regards wear, immeasurably superior to what can be supplied at any other house, while by no possible test can they be distinguished from real silver.

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S (late RIPPPON and BURTON'S) Stock of general Furnishing Ironmongery is literally the largest in the world, and as no language can be employed to give a correct idea of its variety and extent, purchasers are invited to call and inspect it.

39, OXFORD STREET (CORNER OF NEWMAN STREET).
Lord Chesterfield’s Advice to his Son.

Lord Chesterfield’s written “Advice to his Son,” has certainly had a remarkable run. His Lordship, undoubtedly, knew what is right on subjects pertaining to matters polite; and many young gentlemen view him with awe, and abide by his Lordship’s advice as their law. Lord Chesterfield’s moral (if persons reflect,) was certainly that of securing respect; and nothing escaped the good nobleman here in giving the reader a proper idea.

Had Mosés’ sold clothing when Chesterfield wrote; they might have obtained some additional note. Lord Chesterfield might have referred, by-the-bye, to the “Chesterfield Coats” Messrs. Mosés supply, and here we would venture at making a guess with regard to——

Lord Chesterfield’s Hints upon Dress.

“My Son, if you’d act on a father’s advice, you’d purchase good dress at a very low price; whatever you do, don’t forget to be smart, and here let me name the most suitable mart: E. Mosés & Son’s I would always prefer. And I go there myself without any demur. I know of no Tailors so likely to please, so likely to yield you advantage, as these; no Hatters can equal the tradesmen I name, and their boots and their shoes have a very high claim. So I trust that you’ll do, as your father has done, Study fashion, by dealing with Mosés & Son.”

LIST OF PRICES.

Made to Measure.  | Ready Made.
---|---
Cashmerette Codringtons from 0 16 6 | Houses from 0 2 6

... Taghions, silk collar and cuffs 1 2 0 | Cashmerette Codringtons from 0 16 6

Cambridge Coat, lined throughout 2 5 0 | Cambridge’s Chesterfield Polkas, and all the newest Patterns from 0 18 0

Tweed Coat 0 15 0 | Tweed Coats 0 6 6

Sporting Coat 0 19 6 | Sporting Coats 0 6 0

Dress Coat 1 12 0 | Dress Coats 0 6 0

Roll Collar 1 15 0 | Tweed Coats 0 12 0

Best quality manufactured 2 15 0 | Extra Superfine, a superior Coat 1 15 0

Rich Pattern Vest 0 6 8 | Frock Coat 1 4 0

Cashmere or Cloth 0 8 6 | Extra Superfine, a superior Coat 2 2 0

Tweed Trowsers 0 8 0 | Roll Collar Vest 0 2 0

Single Milled Doe Skin ditto 1 2 0 | Fancy Satins 0 6 6

Best or Dress ditto 1 6 0 | Cloth or Cashmere 0 9 0

Boys’ Hussar and Hussar Suits 1 8 0 | Tweed Trowsers 0 4 0

Fancy Cashmere or Doeskins 0 10 6 | Boys’ Tunic and Hussar Suits 0 18 0

Boys’ Tunic and Hussar Suits 0 18 6

Mourning to any extent can be had at Five Minutes’ notice.

Gratis and Post-free! — The new Book, entitled Fashion’s Favourite, descriptive of the Houses, and interspersed with Poetical tales, &c., together with a novel system of self-measurement, important to country residents.

Take Notice.—The prices of the articles are marked in plain figures, and no abatement can be made. Observe also, that any article may be exchanged, or that the money paid may be returned.

* * * The Establishment closes at sun-set on Fridays, until sun-set on Saturdays, when business is resumed till 12 o’clock.

Essential Caution.—E. Mosés and Son are under the necessity of guarding the public against imposition, having learned that the untradesmanlike falsehood of “Being connected with them,” or “It’s the same concern,” has been resorted to in many instances and for obvious reasons. The Proprietors have no connection with any other house, and those who would prevent disappointment should observe the address.

E. MOSES & SON, Tailors, Woollen Drapers, Hosiers, Furriers, Hatters, Boot and Shoe Makers, and General Outfitters for Ladies and Gentlemen, 154, 155, 156, & 157 Minories, & 83, 84, 85, & 86, Aldgate, City, London.